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THE first chapters of the Didache, including chapters 
i.-vi., are distinctly set apart as a complete whole by 
the Didachographer himself (vii. I). Internally they 
form an entire treatise, with introduction, and conclusion, 
and symmetrically arranged members. They thus lend 
themseives to separate treatment. At the same time, in 
subjecting them to a special and separate study, the ques
tion of the unity of the Teaching must not be prejudged. 
The whole Didache apparently was known to Barnabas 
and Hermas and is very strongly articulated internally. 
And although the author in composing his Book of 
Church Order may have, as well as not, incorporated into 
it the charge to the catechumens and the prayers that 
preceded the Eucharist which he found already in use, 
just as he has incorporated the Lord's prayer in chapter 
vii.-yet it is not to be assumed, prior to investiga
tion, that he did this. Just because, however, these first 
six chapters constitute the whole charge to the catechu
mens, and thus form a unity, recognized and intended 
by the Didachographer himself, they may be studied 
apart without prejudicing our judgment as to their 
authorship. When a chief object of our study concerns 

1 By the goodness of Dr. Schaff, the present writer was able to state the 
outlines of a theory which he holds as to the relations of the documents 
which contain the Two Ways, in Dr. Schaff's admirable volume, The Oldest 
Church Manual, etc., New York, 1885, pp. 220-5. Where this essay 
touches on the same ground it is meant as an extension of that, and, in some 
minor points, a correction of it. 
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itself with the textual transmission of the treatise, there 
arises a further obvious propriety and gain, not to say 
necessity, for studying the first six chapters apart. 
Why it is so does not seem to demand a pause here to 
explain,' but it is true that while the latter portion of 
the treatise passed early out of use, the section on The 
Two Ways remained the property of, and in the con
stant use of, the church. Barnabas repeated it; the 
Ecclesiastical Canons, as well as the Apostolical Constitu
tions, incorporated it into itself; Lactantius used it; and 
there are traces of it in several other writings of early 
Christianity. The textual problems of this first section 
of the treatise, then, are necessari,ly different from, and 
are to be settled on different conditions and by sepa
rate methods from, those applicable to the remaining chap
ters. We thus not only may, but for all textual pr'Jblems 
must, treat the opening chapters separately from the rest of 
the treatise. On these grounds our purpose to confine 
ourselves in this paper to the study of The Two Ways as 
given us in the first six sections of the Didache, is justified. 

Let us begin by taking stock of the sources of ou-r inform
ation concerning this charge to catechumens which we 
may call, for convenience sake, The Two Ways. (I) We 
have, first of ali, the Constantinople MS., published by 
Bryennios in 1883 and frequently reprinted since. This 
contains the whole treatise in a unique exemplar, includ
ing, of course, The Two Ways at its opening. The MS. 
seems to be carefully written and dates from the year 
1056 A. D. (2) We have the fragment of a Latin transla
tion, taken fcom a tenth century MS., knowledge of which 
was recovered by Dr. v. Gebhardt. This fragment unfor
tunately contains· only the opening of the treatise, extend
ing to the middle of ii. 6. (3) We have the reworking of the 
matter of the treatise in chapters xviii.- xx. of Barnabas: 

• Cf. Sabatier, La Didache, etc., Paris, 1885, p. 81 sq. 

• We venture to assume without discussion (which wou:u carry us too far) 
that Barnabas draws from the Two Ways and not 1,ia vt'rsa. The still 
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-in which the matter is disarranged and very freely 
treated, but portions of all the chapters i.- vi. are borrowed, 
and the following verses are represented: i. I, 2; ii. 2, 3, 
4,6; iii. 7, 8,9, 10: iv. 1,2,314,5,6,7,8,9, 10, II, 12, 13,14; v. 1, 

2 (vi. 2 ?). (4) The Ecclesiastical Canons (late third or early 
fourth century) incorporate most of the text from i. 1 to iv. 
8 inclusive, but there break off suddenly. (5) The Apostol
ical Constitutions incorporate great portions of the text of 
the whole treatise, and among these, of our six chapters 
(fourth century). (6) The mention that is made by the fathers 
of, or silent quotations from, it constitute witness, not only to 
its existence, but also often to its text. Most important 
of the quotations are those of Hermas, Clement of Alex
andria, the Sibylline Oracles, and (from the Latin version) 
Lactantius. We thus have quite adequate material to jus
tify us in refusing to follow the Constantinople MS. verb
atim until its readings have been tested by the witnesses. 

MUTUAL RELATIONS AND RELATIVE VALUES OF THE 

WITNESSES. 

Before these witnesses can be used m criticism of the 
text, it is necessary to examine into their mutual relations. 
Otherwise we should have no criterion for determining 
the value of the various combinations or of the separate 
documents on the one hand, and, on the other, should 
stand constantly in danger of allowing to collusive testi
mony the weight due only to combined witness of sepa
rate lines of transmission. 

unconvinced may consult the considerations offered by Funk (Ttlbingen 
Theolog. Quartalschrift 1884. ii. p. 399 sq.); Zahn (Supplementum Clem
entinum. etc .• p. 310 sq.); Massebieau (L'Ensiegnment des douze Apotres. 
p. 16); Sabatier (La Didacbe. etc .• p. 82 sq.); E. L. H[icks] (The Guard
ian. June 26. 1884); J. W[ordsworth] (The Guardian. '.l1arch 19. 1884); Schaff 
(The Oldest Church Manual, p. 19 sq.); Brown (The Teaching, etc., p. 
xxvi. sq.); etc. The most recent writers nearly all hold to the priority of . 
the Didache, and the question may be considered now about determined, 
although the weight of the opposing names of Bryennios, Harnack, Hilgen
feld. Krawutzcky, bids us be modest in the expression of our confidence. 
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On subjecting the texts witnessed to by the various 
documents to careful comparison it becomes apparent first 
of all that, with a single exception,' they are independent 
in their testimony. This exception is the Ecclesiastical 
Canons which appears to have made direct use of Barna
bas in (for instance) the following passages: Canons, Prat/. 
from Barn. i. I; Canons c. 8 affected by Barn. ii. 10, iv. 9; 
Canons, c. 14, by Barn. xxi. 2-4, 6; xix. 1 I. As it is unde
niable that the author had the Epistle of Barnabas before 
him, doubt is thrown upon his entire independence as a 
witness to the text of the Teaching, especially in such 
passages as those in which he and Barnabas stand alone, 
as e. g. in Didache i. 2, where this pair add [/Ca~] ooE&c-m 
TOll AlJTP6)(Taj.L€IIOV (Tt! e/C BallaTOlJ against the Constantinople 
MS., the Latin version and the Constitutions; ii. 2, where 
against the same com bination they desert the order in 
which the three sins of lust are named;" iv. I, where 
against the Constantinople MS., and the Constitutions, 
they alone add: [Wya?r~(Tm] c:,~ "OPl1V o4>BaAf£Ov (TOlJj and 
iv. 3, where, against the same pair, they insert TWa after 
e7WyEat. No doubt it cannot be assumed out of hand that 

4 In the arrangement wrought out by Krawutzcky in 1882 (TUbingen The. 
olog. Quartalschrift 1882, iii. r. 424 sq.) the Apostolical Constitutions were 
also made directly dependent on Barnabas, but on grounds that are now 
inoperative since the discovery of the Didache. The complications that 
have arisen from clinging to his old scheme are painfully apparent in his 
paper in the same journal for 1884 (iv. pp. 547--606) where he makes the 
Constitutions only secondarily derived from the Two Ways - through the 
Didache. His two schemes may be thus graphically given :-

The Letter of Barnabas. Tbe Letter of Barnabas. 

I 
late saec. I. I 

1882 [Tbe Tw~ Wars,] 
early saec 1 . 

I I 
Canons. Constitutions. 

IV. late IV. 

,88S I [,?e Tw~ Waf'] I 
Canons. Didache. 

I 
Constitutions. 

How much easier to put The Two Ways at the root of all and Barnabas 
among the reworkings: by this act moreover the problem sinks from the 
sphere of the higher to that of the lower criticism. 

• Observe, however, that Clem. Alex. Paed ii. 89 follo\'.'s them so far as 
the post-positing of Paederasty is concerned. 
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the community of the two in these striking readings 
proves that the Canons borrowed them directly of Barna
bas; and the less so that the Canons have entirely escaped 
the confusion into which Barnabas has brought the 
arrangement of the matter! Nevertheless the fact that 
the author of the Canons certainly drew from Barnabas 
elsewhere, combines with the inherent suspiciousness of 
these readings in so damaging the character of the Can
ons as an independent witness as to prevent our confi
dently counting the combined testimony of the two as 
that of two independent authorities. 

Next, it is noticed that the witnesses divide themselves 
into two recensions or classes as to their texts, the Con
stantinople MS. and the Constitutions on the one side, and 
the Latin version, Barnabas, and the Canons on the other. 
The kinship of the fragment of the Latin version with 
Barnabas is exceedingly close, while yet such as to forbid 
our assuming direct dependence. Each contains readings 
against which the other ranges its testimony with the 
other witnesses. For example, the Latin inserts at i. I, in 
sacculo, and at i. 2, celer:num. And Barnabas reads at i. 2, 

TOU q,CI)TO,>, for T~'> ,CI)i7'>; adds at i. 2, (with Canons) 80~cJql''>, 
K.T.X., and alters at ii. 2 (with Canons) the order of the lusts. 
That the Latin has not borrowed" from Barnabas is strik
ingly illustrated in i. I, where its words: "In his cons/i/u/i 
sun/ angeli duo, U1l1tS l1!qui/atis, alter iniquitatis," could 
scarcely have been derived from, but must rather under
lie, the long and involved sentence of Barnabas, who has 
dealt with this simple statement, according to his wont, by 
multiplying the angels, confusedly describing their charac
ters, and then,at the end of an awkwardly added clause,drop-

, Bickel. in 1843. suggested that the Canons might be independent of Barn
abas; and Holtzmann (JahrbUcher fUr Protestantische Theologie. 1885. i. pp. 
ISS. 158.159) feels still justified in denying such dependence for the parts 
of the Teaching incorporated in the Canons: "A simpler solution is fur
nished ..... by the assumption that even the Didache. i.-vi. gives the com
mon matter only in relatively its oldest form" (p. 159). 
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ping a hint of the neglected iniquilatis. That the type 
of text that lies behind both, however, is the same, is 
proved by the very characteristic readings which they 
have in common, such as, e. g., i. I, insertion of the notion 
of light and darkness, and of the angel clause just quoted, 
(which occurs also in Hermas, Mandate ii.); i. 2, omission 
(with Bryennios' MS.) of "with all thy heart;" i. 3, omis
sion (with Canons) of " Bles~ ye, etc." , 

In like manner the Constantinople MS. and the Consti
tutions draw together as independent co-witnesses to 
another rather marked recension. The sameness of 
the type of text represented by them lies on the surface 
of their transmission; such striking items as their common 
support of the insertion i. 3-ii. I, inclusive, of the omission 
of ob~ Of tA.e~CTe,~ in ii. 7, of the plural form P,(Hxe'ia, 'Y£VV6JV
-ra, in iii. 3, and of the omission of TWa in iv. 3, will quicken 
our memory concerning it. On the other hand, the inde
pendence of their witness-bearing appears to be placed 
above suspicion by their divergencies 'from one another. 
The Constitutions desert the Constantinople MS. and ade
quate support in such readings of the latter as: iii. I, 'TrOV
apou (Constt., KaKou); iii. 3, In/r1]XocpeaXJl-o~ (Constt., l"'II'0cp
(JaXJI-O~); iv. 5, Tcis X£tpa~ ••. CTUCT7rWV (Constt., T~V x£'ipa 
••• CTUCTTEXX6)V); iv. 6, omit the clause about" working." 
The Constantinople MS., on the other hand, deserts the 
Constitutions, although they are supported by adequate 
testimony, in such readings of the latter as: eEX£,~ (MS. 
(J£X~CTlI~); ii. 5, order of the words" empty and false;" ii. 5, 
omission of uXxa JI-£JI-£CTT6)plIlO~ 'TrpaE£'; iv. I, insertion of 
additional verb; iV.3, 'Trot1}CTm (MS., 'TrOe~CT£'~); iV.7, Ii 
(MS., ~). 

The text preserved in the Ecclesiastical Canons stands 
somewhat between the recensions represented by these 

'Cf. Hilgenfe1d Zeitschrift, etc., 18BS, i. pp. 97~; and Brown, The 
Teaching, etc., p. xxii: "a different recension of the text, and one which 
already showed some of the striking peculiarities of Barnabas and the 
Canons, seems to underlie this [the Latin] version." 
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pairs; but is clearly most closely related to the pair, 
Barnabas-Latin." No doubt the possibility of its mixture 
from Barnabas renders its exact classification somewhat dif
ficult; yet we assign it to a group consisting of itself and the 
above-named pair with considerahle confidence. It joins 
with them in the important omission of i. 3, €UXo'Y€i:T€-ii. I, 

inclusive. And although it is found often in company 
with the other group, these seem not to be typical read
ings, and to be thoroughly consistent with the somewhat 
intermediate .place that the Canons occupy between the 
two. 

The results at which we have arrived may be repre
sented to the eye by some such table as the following:-

Autograph of the .. Two Ways." 
I 

I 
[Egyptian text.] 

I l Syrian text.] 
I 

I 
Laun. 

I 
Barnabas. 

I 
Canons. 

1 
Constitutions. 

I. 
Constantinople 

MS. 

An important means of establishing the text of Tpe Two 
Ways is already in our hands w hen this classification is 
attained. The union of the two classes which we have 
ventured to name the Egyptian and the Syrian will give 
us the best attestation; and this suggests to us the best 
groups at a glance. Genealogically considered, readings 
supported only by Barnabas and the Latin, or only by 
Barnabas and the Canons, or only by the Constitutions 
and the Constantinople MS. should be suspicious. The 
best pairs should combine both classes; while in the 
bounds of a single class, the pair, Canons and Latin, ought 
to be the best. Such a threefold support as Barnabas (or 
the Latin), the Canons, and the Constantinople MS. (or 

8 So also Hilgenfeld and Brown, as cited above. 
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the Constitutions) should give certainty; and any three
fold attestation should be good-even if it be the Latin, 
Barnabas, and the Canons. 

In this last case we should have the two classes arrayed 
against each olher, and the very important question would 
arise of the relative soundness of the two transmissions. 
Unfortunately, the briefness of the Latin fragment, the 
extremely scattered nature of Barnabas' attestatioq, the 
possible ~ixture from Barnabas which the text transmitted 
by the Canons has suffered, 'and the early failure of the 
Canons, combine to prevent our obtaining any body of 
readings which we can confidently treat as fair represent
atives of the Egyptian text. Internal evidence of classes 
cannot, therefore, be interrogated on any broad scale. If 
it were just to stake every thing on a single important 
reading, the sharp division between the classes as to the 
omission or insertion of the long passage from i. 3, e/i>..o
ryei-re, to ii. I, inclusive, would furnish us with an ideal test 
case. And here internal evidence most decisively throws 
its weight in the scale of the Egyptian text,' which thus, 
so far as a single case can go.in such a matter, is declared 
to be-when unanimous-the best and soundest, as well 
as oldest-attested (Barnabas) transmission. 

If now we call in the process which Dr. Hort has 
appropriately named Internal Evidence of Groups to 
decide for us the probable value of each possible group, 
the results that were indicated by the genealogical consid
erations are in general fully confirmed. There are very 
few readings in which four witnesses array themselves 
against one; all of these commend themselves.lD All trin
ary groups approve themselves by internal evidence as 

• See this shown in ful!., below, p. lIS. 

10 Examples are I. I, omit in satculo of Latin (Barn., Cans., Constt. Ms.); 
I. :l, omit (£t~rnum of Latin (same)i I. 2, rit, (<J1i, instead of Barnabas' roil 
f<.n'6t; (Lat., Cans., Constt. Ms.); II. 2, order. "murder, adultery," against 
Latin, "adultery, murder," ([Barn.], Cans.,.Constt. Ms,); 11.6, omit cupidus 
of Latin (same). 
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usually right." Among the binary groups the internal 
evidence approves in general the three, MS. and Canons," 
MS. and Barnabas," and Constitutions and Barnabas." 
The brevity of the Latin version is doubtless the reason 
that it does not appear in any binary combination with 
either the Constantinople MS. or the Constitutions. The 
following binary groups on the other hand are discredited 
by internal evidence i viz., Barnabas and Canons," MS. 

11 (I) Canons, Constt., and MS.: I. I, insert .uia •.. I'ia against (Latin). 
Barn.; omit "light and darkness," against Latin. (Lact.); omit angei clause. 
against'Latin; Barn .. Hermas; II. 3, place" false witnessing," here against 
Latin; Ill. 10, read aot, against Barn.; IV. I, retain last clause, against 
Barn.; IV. 2 read Tvi, /.6)'01' aUTO/V, against Barn.; IV. 8, read taTiv, against 
Barn.; retain first clause against Barn. (2) Canons, Conslt., and Barn .• 
IV. I, insert an additional verb against MS.; IV. 3. read 'lrotf;a~l', against MS. 
('lrO~~a~I'); IV. 7, read D, against MS. ('I). (3) Canons. ConsH., and Latin; 
I. 2, read "UMI,. against MS. (~t~); and 'lrOl""e", against MS. ('lrOitl); II. 5. 
give the order" empty and false," against the MS.; and omit tijl.l.4 I'~I'C(JTW
,,~ 'lrp,}fFI, against the MS. (-I) Canons, MS .• and Barn.: IV. 5, read Tar 
xeipa, ••. atJa'lrWv, against Constt. (5) Const!., MS."and Baril.: Ill. 7. TV 
t/tVxi. against Canons (Tqv 1/Nxfl!i). (6) Constt., MS., and Latin: l. 2. omit 
[Kal] "oEaatl, r6v at I.VTp<oIC7t1l'tvOV or tl( ~aVt1TOV, against Canons and Barn,; II. 2 

order of lusts, against Barn., Canons, Clem .• Alex. (7) MS., Barn., and 
Latin: I. 2, omit" with th)l whole heart," against Canons and Constt, (8) 
Barn., Canons, and Latin omit I. 3, (ti'/,o)'tlu) - I I. I, inclusi ve against 
ConsH., MS., and some fathers. 

It The chief of these are: I. I, insert I'tTa~v, against Barn., [Lat.]; III. I, 

'Ir<WIJpoit, against Constt. (KaKa;·); aUTa;" against Constt., (avT<l); III. 3, i1f7l. 
').fxp-8ajl.f'Of, against Const!. (iJl~I64>-8a').fla<;); III. 9, order, ,ItKUlWv Iml ra'lrtlvWv, 
against Barn.; Ill. 10, aTtp, against Barn. (avtv); IV. 2, Of, against Barn. 
(Kal); IV. 6, tX'X, against Constt. (tXtlf); omit clause concerning" working," 
against Constt. (Barn). 

II Such as: IV. I, omit the aiTiov clause, against Canons (Constt.); 1\'.2, 

1rpOOIJ1r4, against Cons., Const!. ('Ir(l6c'IoI:rOV); IV. 3, axiGl'a, against same 
(axIGpaT~); IV. 4, omit tV 'lrpoatVxi, against same; nl.pvxf,acl" against Canons 
(- a'X); IV. 9, omit ai'roi" after rI"j~. against Constt.; IV. 10, D.'lri(ovt1lv, 
against ConsH., ('lrt'lrOI~Ocll'); 1\'. I I, "" TV".",. against Constt.; aiGX1'Vll, against 
Constt. ('lrpoaoxti); IV. 13, omit r:ap' ai'TII;' (several times) against ConsH . 

• , Such as: IV. 8, IWlvr.wi;at1r, against MS., Canons (GV}I(OIV.); IV. 14, omit 
iv clCKAt,ai{l, against MS.; v. I, insert a~/Jia [(Jwi.,], against MS . 

•• These readings are such as: I. 2, insert [KalJ rlo~aGft{, etc, against Lat., 
MS., ConsH.; II. 2, order of lusts against same; IV. I, insert" as the apple 
of thy eye," against MS. and Constt.; IV. 3, insert TIVrl, against same;-no 
one of these has the look of genuineness. 
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and Constitutions," and Canons and Constitutions." It is 
somewhat unexpected to find the last of these combinations 
discredited; l:ut it is observable that the readings which 
it furnishes are not such as will prove collusion between 
the two.,-the insertion of a clause speaking of an "ainov" 
in iv. I, alone suggesting it; but are rather such readings 
as two documents might readily fall into accidentally in 
common, such, e. g., as the addition in i. 2., drawn from 
the Gospels, the plural "schisms" in iv. 3, the very natural 
explanatory addition" in prayer," iV.4, etc. When we 
subtract such readings and those in which their only 
opponent is the Constantinople MS. standing in individual 
error (iii. 3, iv. 8, etc.), there is nothing left to suggest 
closer relationship than the genealogical table attributes 
to these two documents. On the other hand internal evi. 
dence approves many of the readings of the group, MS. 
+Constitutions, but it is observable that this is so only 
when they oppose singular readings of Barnabas or the 
Canons, that is, only in places where we have only three 
witnesses. The exceller'lce of the general transmission of 
the Syrian group is thus no doubt indicated; but not as 
against any other than singular testimony. The onl y case 
in which the two groups are pitted against each other is 

.0 They unite in such readings as: insert. I. 3, rVi.oy(iT( ... II. I, 

against Lat., Barn., Cans.; [11.7, omit ov~ <Ie i'M:&(1(l{, against Cans.]; Ill. 3, 
P"'XCUzl yevvwVTlU, against Cans. (singular); III. 6, M'ryti, against Cans, 
(a}'tll; 111.7, insert oj, against Canons; III. 7. )'iiv, against Canons (kingdom 
of heaven); IV. I, omit" as the apple of thy eye," against Canons and Barn.; 
IV. 3, omit rlVa, sgainst Cans., Barn.; IV. 9, a"tj~, against Barn. (apm'); omit 
T>lr before vC&N,Tor, against Barn.; IV. 10, Oi'K, against Barn. (0;) p~); omit 
C10v after 1!'lUcJtC1K,), against Barn.; IV. II, insert roi~ .... ;'1'"''', against Barn.; 
IV. 12, r;;r (/Jik, against Barn. (TOV ~6r); v. I, Toil .9avtlrov, against Barn. 
(Toii !It:)~); order of list in general against Barn. 

n These are such as: I. 2, add .. with thy whole heart," against MS., 
Barn., Lat.; Ill, 3, omit a1!'aVTIJV, against MS.; Ill, 6, 1!'p6r, against MS. (fir); 
IV. I, insert th~ airrov clause, against MS., (Barn.); lV. 2, 1!'poolJr.m', against 
MS., Barn. (1!',,,ootJ1!'a); IV, 3. axirrp.ara, against MS., Barn. (axia/la); 1\'.4, add 
iv 1!'poC1VXV, against MS., Barn.: IV. 8, omit 1'611, pgainst MS. 
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loudly proclaimed by internal evidence in favor of the 
Egyptian transmission. 

On the basis of these investigations we may venture 
to subject the text of "The Two Ways" to detailed exam
ination :-

DETAILED EXAMINATION OF THE TEXT OF "THE TWO WAYS." 

The title of the treatise comes to us hy dil-ect tmnsmis
sion in two forms: AtSax~ T6W SwSEKa ":'71"OO'TOA(C)V as it 
stands in the MS_ and Doc/rilla ApostolorulIl as it stands in 
the Latin version. In no case where the treatise is men-

. tioned by the Fathers do they specify the number twelve 
in the title; and although in the absence of the Latin version 
it might be held dou btful whether we should not explain the 
failure of the "twelve" in their citations by the lateness of the 
times, and the passing away of the need of distinguishing 
the original twelve from the other less authoritative apos
tles (Did. c.xi.), yet the absence of the word from the Latin 
version, which also is a direct witness, quite alters the bal
ance of evidence and forces us on textual grounds to omit 
it. Indeed, a glance at the transmitted forms as given in 
tabular shape below, is enough to give decision as a mere 
matter of textual probability in favor of the form AlSax~ 
[TWV] a71"oO'ToA(C)V : 

A,Sax~ a71"oO'ToA(C)V, [Lat., Ruf.,], Niceph., Stich., Syn., 
Athan. 
A,Sax~ TWV a71"oO'ToA(C)V, [Lat., Ruf.], Athan., Anast., Zon-

aras. 
A,Saxat TWV a71"oO'ToA(C)V, (Eus.), [Pseudo-Cyprian 1-
A,Sax~ TWV SWSElta a71"oO'ToA(C)V, Constantinople MS. 
A,Sax? TWV U!yt(c)v a71"oO'ToA(C)V, Blastares. 
To those accustomed to observe the growth of titles in 

descriptiveness, the addition of the SWSElta will, as a matter 
of internal probability, have all the appearance of a later 
addition that the insertion of u'Yi(c)v by Blastares has,
although induced, no doubt, by a very different tendency. 
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Its absencc from the Latin vcrsion throws grave doubt 
also on the second title,-which, if genuine, must certainly 
be taken as the special title of the section on the Two 
'Vays(chaptcrs i.-vi.) and not as an alternati,'c or more 
original title of the whole treatise. No trace of it is dis
coverable in any of the patristic citations of the work. 
E\-cn though we should judge that it is hinted at and par
aphrascd ill Constt. App. i. Pra('f: 01 U'IT'O<TTOAO£ ••••• 
'IT'aJ£ TOZ~ t~ iBv6JlI 'IT'1<TTfiV<Ta<T£V ••••• u/coV<TaTfi OtOa<TKaA

/,av ••••• i/C 'IT'p0<TTa'YI-'aTOI~ TOU <T(j)T1jpO~, o~<TToiX(j)lI Tal~ 
tv3o~/~ q,eo'YY.2~~ aUToii,-the balance of probability would 
not be essentially altered. It would no doubt be othcr
wjse if we could feel that it is implied in the Ecclesi~stical 
Canons c. 2, where the apostles propose to communicate 
to their sons and daughters only cd~ 0 /CvPiD<; U'IT'fiKUAvVe 
KaTa TO B€ATJI-'a TOU BfiOU Olll 'IT'lIfiVfJ4TO<; u'Yiou. It is noticeable, 
howe vcr, that all refcrence fails here, on any theory, to the 
w xds" to the Gentiles," which furnish the only justification 
fDr the co-existence of this second title , ... ith the first. There 
are no internal reasons to urge strongly one way or the 
other,except as against the naturalness or likelihood of these 
words,"to the Gentiles."" All that Harnack has said in favor 
of the primitiveness and originality ot this title only goes to 
show that it has a certain appropriateness to the book, and 
in no wise distinguishes between the likelihood of its hav
ing been givcn by the first author and the likelihood of its 
having been added by a later scribe. Transcriptionally 
judged it presents all the characteristics of scribe's work, 
-a certain specious appropriateness conjoined with no 

1M Cr., on these words, Sabatier, La Didach~, etc., p. 73: "To whom is it 
addressed? To the pagans, savs the title; and yet, if we take this indication 
literally, we lind ourselves mc't by more than one difficulty. How is it that 
the author when speaking to pagans did not commence by revealing to them 
the one, living, and true God? He speaks to them of the Law as if they 
knew it; of the pagans as if they were not ordinary pagans." Few will, 
however, think that M. Sabatier has untied the knot by understanding the 
word in a narrowed sense of Syrian semi.proselytes, like, for instance, 
Cornelius. 
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actual inherent value. It is altogether too fully explan
atory. Especially do its closing words" to the Gentiles .. 
awaken suspicion. Were catecq.umens ever called" Gen
tiles?" "Vas this treatise not intended for the instruction 
of Jewish candidates for baptism also? Or are catechu
mens not intended at all? "Vas the treatise meant after 
all for the instruction of already baptized Chri5tians? On 
what principle then are they" Gentiles"? Is the book a 
veritable missionary document directed by the Jewish ele
ment of the church to the Gentile brethren in the effort to 
convert them, not to their common Christianity, but-to 
its way of thinking? In any view, satisfactorily explana
tory as the word seems at first sight, it explains nothing 
satisfactorily and raises curious difficulties. And espec
ially, if, after all that Harnack has said, it stands fast thatthe 
first section is addressed to catechumens, as its whole con
tent proves, and the next section openly declares (vii. I, 

"having first taught all this, baptize"), the phrase ".to the 
Gentiles" can have no proper meaning as an original part 
of the treatise and can only be explained as a later addition 
by a writer who neglected the primary purpose of the 
treatise. But if" to the Gentiles" is not genuine, there is 
small need for the rest of the second title, and although it 
cannot be so confidently pronounced against, it appears 
best to follow the Latin in omitting it." 

., Compare De Muralt, Revue de Th~ol. et de Philos., 1 88.t, p. 281: "sous
titre ... ajout~ plus tard"; Bonet-Maury, La Doctrine des douze Ap<'!tres, 
Paris, 1884; Ajout~ apres coup pour rapprocher la Didache des Constitu
tions; Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fOr wissenschaftl. Theokgie, 1835, I. p. 78, 
where we find the following:-" The essential agreement of the old wit
nesses confirms me in the opinion that the former title is the original one." 
Harnack (p. 24 f.) explains on the contrary the second title, which is 
otherwise entirely unattested, as the original one, and even assigns it to 
the whole tract, taking the id"II, not of unbaptized, but of already baptized 
heathen. But we read in \'11. I: ravra rr""ra rrpoftrrovrf\' ;3arr,iaare K. r. I .. 

These words are, no doubt, addressed to baptized Christians, but presup
pose that chapters I.-n. are intended for the still unbaptized (heathen). 
Thus we are to apply' The Teaching of the Lord through the twelve apos
tles for the heathen "- if the whole writing is to be so entitled,- in chapters 
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I. I. The insertion by the Latin version of the two 
words "in sat'culo" (Compare also Lactantius, /zumanat' 
vitae, Epist. div. instit. c.lix., Divin. inst. vi. 3) has decisive 
external evidence against it and no internal evidence in its 
support. It is probably only an individualism of that 
translation. Whether the Latin follows Barnabas in omit
ting the ,."la .•••• ,."la, must remain doubtful, but in 
either case the words are supported by the decisive te!\ti
mon.y of the Constantinople MS., the Canons, and the Con
stitutions. And exactly the same may be said of the omis
sion of ,."eTa{V in Barnabas and perhaps the Latin. 

Two important additions are made by the Latin and 
Barnabas in this verse which require careful considera
tion. After declaring that the two ways are those of life 
and death, the Latin adds in further appositional expan
sion: "Iucis et tenebrarum," which is at once seen to be the 
parallel of what has hitherto been thought an individual
ism of Barnabas. The latter writer appears in his blunder
ing way to witness to the fact that a double description 
underlies his matter, even in xviii. I, and more plainly still 
in xx. I. This double reading may be, with great proba
bility, held to have been a part of the Barnabas-Latin sub
class of the Didache. The union of the Egyptian docu
ment-the Canons-with the whole Syrian class, however, 
in excluding the second pair of words is decisive evidence 
against their originality. And the internal evidence casts 
its vote in the same direction. 

The further addition by the Latin of the words: "In his 

I.-VI. to unbaptized and in chapters VII.- XI. to baptized heathen; and thus 
the unity of the work is maintained at the cost of the unity of the sense of 
the expression in the title. Bryennios and Zahn (p. 286 f.) have therefore 
assigned the second title to the first part only, (chapters I.-YI.) which (they 
consider) was to be communicated to the candidates for baptism before they 
were baptized. Harnack (p. 29) objects: 'if this were so, it would be all up 
with the integrity of \he 11111ax~ as it lies in the MS. But are we to maintain 
the unity of this writing at every cost-even at the cost of assigning an un
exampled double-sense to one and the same expression in its title?" Cf. 
also p. 97; and Nov. Test. extra canonem recept., 1884. iv. p. 94. 

VOL. XLIII. No. l~. 8 
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C011stz'tuti sunt Angeli duo, unus cequitatis, alt~r· iniquitatis," 
although certainly not an individualism, and certainly 
supported by Barnabas, who has borrowed from them in 
his tell-tale blundering fashion (xviii. 1-2), and also by 
Hermas, who has quoted them almost verbatim (Mand. vi. 
2), as well as by Lactantius (See v. Gebhardt in Harnack, 
op. c. p. 285), who seems dependent on the Latin version, 
yet shares the same fate. The internal evidence is strongly 
against its genuineness, and although it is the reading of 
the whole sub-class, yet the union of the Canons with the 
Constitutions and Constantinople MS. against it is decisive. 

I. 2. The individualism of the Latin version which adds 
cetcrnum after Deum, may be set aside at once, along with 
the individualism of Barnabas, who changes 'Tij~ 'CI>ij~ into 
'TOU cf>CI>'TO~ in accordance with his adoption in the preced
ing verse of the corresponding alternative of the text that 
lay before him. In two minor readings the Constantin
ople MS. may possibly need correction in this chapter by 
the combined evidence of the [Canons], Constt., and Latin, 
which give us et/l.Et~ for its eEX~t1"ll~' and '1T'Ot~t1"Et~ for its 
'1T'olEt. As the internal evidence is not decisive for these 
cases, however, although faintly favoring the change,
and in order to adopt eiMt~ an additional syntactical alter
ation would need to be made in the sentence, the correc
tion cannot be said to be certain. Perhaps it would be 
best to read eixll~ (Constantinople MS. -"rJt1"1l~ by repeti
tion) and '1T'Ot~t1"Et~. 

The addition to the command to love God of iE ;;-"'''1~ 

'Tij~ leapsta~ t1"OV, which the Canons and Constitutions make, 
is discredited by internal evidence of groups which repre
sent this combination as of small authority,-by genealog
ical evidence which ascribes great authority to the oppos
ing combination of Barnabas and the Latin version with 
the Constantinople MS. and very strongly by internal 
evidence as Krawutzcky pointed out in 1882. 

The further addition to the same command of [leal] 00-
EMEt~ 'TOV t1"E XV'TpCl>t1"ap,EVOV lie eava'Tov which Barnabas and 
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the Canons make, is more plausible, though discredited 
again by the apparent collusion of these two documents, 
the genealogical strength of the opposing group (Latin, 
Constantinople MS., and Constitutions) and the balance of 
the internal evidence. The words a'Ya.7r~IJ"E'~ and SO~QgE'~ 
when applied to God had ~ tendency to suggest each 
other, as we shall see in a subsequent passage (Didache 
iv. I, Canons, Barn., ~a.7r~IJ"E'~ > Constt. SO~QgE'~). While 
we adjudge the sentence an unauthorized addition, how
ever, we cannot deny the possibility that it is a character
istic reading of the Egyptian recension which the Latin has 
passed over by accident; this is possible but not probable. 

I. 3. In this section we are faced by the most import
ant textual problem which meets us in the whole treatise 
on the Two Ways. The entire section from the word 
Ei/,A.O"fEi'TE in this verse to and including ii. I, is omitted by 
the Latin version, by Barnabas, and by the Ecclesiastical 
Canons. On the other hand it is found, not only in the 
Constantinople MS., but also, though not complete, in the 
Apostolic Constitutions. The portion transcribed in the 
Constitutions carries us through the first section of i. 5. 
Hermas, moreover, quotes from i. 5 (Mand. ii. 4-6). Clem
ent of Alexandria (Frag. ex Nicdae Catena in Matt. v. 42) 
also quotes the same verse. And John Climacus (vi. saec.) 
appears to have had the same verse before him (Migne, 
vol. 88, p. 1029). The external evidence divides itself 
therefore into the whole Egyptian group versus the whole 
Syrian group supported by three patristic quotations. 
The patristic quotations are such as to witness to the 
very early-first half of the second century-and very 
widespread -Alexandria and Rome - circulation of the 
Syrian recension; but are not sufficient to determine the 
relative originality of the two classes into which the wit
nesses to the Didache text divide themselves. The use in 
this passage of the Syrian recension by Clement of Alex
andria is indeed surprising but cannot be asserted to be 
decisive. We are thrown back on internal evidence, with 
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the feeling that we need a stronger probability than the 
external evidence furnishes for either side, before we can 
decide the matter with any confidence. 

Internal evidence, however, casts its whole weight so 
clearly for omission as to leave little or no doubt in the 
matter. This was already seen by Krawutzcky in 1882, 
who declared our present section an interpolation which 
was moreover badly placed at the beginning of the discus
sion, where it violently breaks in upon the flow of thought, 
rather than at the end of the section on the Way of Life, 
where the disposition of the treatise might have made 
room for it. The matter has had new light thrown 
upon it since Krawutzcky wrote, not only in the great 
advance in the amount of external evidence which we 
now have in hand enabling us to see the value of the vari
ous supporting groups in clearer light, but also in the 
fu lness and clearness of the internal evidence. The 
importance of the case will justify us in stating this some
what fully. 

(I) The section in question appears to be violently 
stuffed into its present place. As it stands, the command
ments of i. 3---6 are enclosed between two headings. They 
follow the heading" But of these words the teaching is 
this," i. 3, which must refer back to the preceding context, 
i. 2,-either, then, tothe wholeof it,thus promising an elabor
ation of bc)th commandments of love to God and to our 
neighbor,'· or, far more naturally, to the last sentence of it, 
thus promising a negative treatment of the duties to our 
neighbor. It certainly cannot promise a special treatment of 
the command of love to God. Yet the heading with which 
chapter ii. opens commits its author to the theory that 
what had gone before was an elaboration of the command
ment of love to God, and that what is to come after is to be 
an elaboration of "the second commandment," that of love 
to our neighbor. It is no doubt easy to say that the title 
of i. 3 is the general title of all to follow, while ii. I is the 

to Cf. Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift f. wissenschaftl. Theologie 1885, J. p. 80. 
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special title of this part of it. But it is plain that ii. 1 is 
framed with reference to i. 3, and the probability is very 
strong against so formal an introduction to the" second 
commandment," while the "first commandment" is left 
without any introduction at all. The objective form of 
the phrase" the teaching," too, in this second heading, 
"The second commandment of the teaching," suggests 
the hand of a reworker with the treatise before him, rather 
than of the original writer, who freely composed this admir
ably well-joined treatise in which there is nothing else at all 
similar to this phrase until vi. I, after the whole discussion 
is finished. On the whole, the appearance is strong 
that the title of i. 3 originally stood immediately before 
ii. 2, which proceeds to give exactly what this title prom
ises,-namely, a negative elaboration of the duties that we 
owe to others; and that i. 3-6, having been interpolated, a 
new title was needed for ii. 2, which the interpolator awk
wardly invented from his objective stand-point. 

(2) This appearance is strengthened by the serious 
interruption which the passage in question makes in the 
otherwise logically and admirably arranged sequence of 
thought. The title at ii. I, "But the second command
ment of the teaching [is this]," divides the treatise at this 
point necessarily into (a) an elaboration of the first com
mandment -" thou shalt love God who made thee," i. 3-6, 
and (b) an elaboration of the second commandment-It and 
thy neighbor as thyself," ii. I sq. But that the matter 
actually communicated will not run into these moulds is 
evident on the surface and is demonstrated by the difficulty, 
amounting to impossibility, of so framing any analysis of 
this part of the treatise as naturally to cover its divisions. 
Bryennios proposes two analyses, the one of which regards 
i. 3-6 as containing commandments growing out of love to 
God while ii. 1 sq. contains those which spring from love 
to our neighbor, and the other of which classes the two 
sections under the captions respectively of " Do the good," 
and" Abstain from evil." Harnack defends the former 
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view and argues that the primitive conception classed such 
duties as are given in i. 3-6 always under the rubric of 
love to God. Even were this sound, as it apparently 
is not, neither analysis is tenable. The same duties are 
treated under both heads (i. 5, and iv. 5 sq.). And Kra
wutzcky's criticisms (TUbingen Theolog. Quartalschrift 
1884, iv. p. 560 sq.") remain unanswered and unanswerable. 
Even if weshould persuade ourselves (which we cannot do) 
that i. 3-6 contain only duties which might justly fall under 
love to GC'd, it remains true that the subsequent portion 
of the treatise (ii. 1 sq.) does not confine itself to the rd/e 
assigned it by either method of division; but busies itself, not 
only with the evil that we must abstain from, but also with 
the good that we must do,-not only with the lower duties 
that man owes to man as man, but also with the higher 
duties which he is to honor God by fulfilling toward his 
fellow. This might be a small matter with another treat
ise; but in so carefully ordered a tractate as this, it is 
much that a section will not submit to be included in its 
order. 

(3) It is worth noticing, further, that our present pas
sage, not only thus refuses to fall into the train of thought 
of the treatise, but is repetitious of matter which is found 
in its logically appropriate place, and in repeating mars it, 
almost contradicts it. nay scarcely saves itself from con
tradicting itself. The positive commands to charity find 
a fit place and expression in iv. 5 sq. in the midst of the sec
tion that is devoted to the positive duties of the Way of 
Life, and which treats in turn of the duties to one's self 
(iii. 7-1O),-to the church (iv. 1-4),-to the poor (iv. 5-8), 
-to the household (iv. 9-1 I). The repetition of them at 
the beginning of the whole discussion is all the more 
startling that they find so just a place here. And that 
they are more justly set forth in iv. 5 sq. lies on the surface 
of the treatment, while the contradiction between the 
most likely meaning of the obscure i. 6 and iv. 7, or even 

II Cf also Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift, etc.: as above, p. 79 sq. 
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i. 5, has led the best critics to question whether some 
interpolation must not be assumed here. Certainly it is 
undeniable that i. 5-6 repeat in a surprising place and in 
a less appropriate manner what is better said and better 
placed in iv. 5 sq. 

(4) It lies very near to what has already been urged to 
add that the manner and style of this section differences it 
from the rest of the Two Ways. Scripture is used differ
ently; strange little additions are made to the quotations 
from it, such as, "for, indeed, thou canst not," "for he is 
guiltless," etc.; an unknown passage is adduced as Scrip
ture; and a general lack of clearness, both in expression 
and ordering, is observable throughout this passage such 
as meets us nowhere else. This even goes so far that to 
all appearance the Scripture source that is drawn from by 
the author of this section differs from that used by the author 
of the rest of the treatise. Elsewhere there is no reason for 
suspecting that any thing other than our Synoptic Gospels 
has been used for the evangelical quotations, while the 
Diatessaron of Tatian seems to have furnished the quota
tions in our present section, as anyone will suspect who 
will compare the quotations of i. 3, 4, with Tatian § 17.1t 
It is from the quota#ons of this sutiOIl that Harnack is led 
to doubt the dir,ct use of our Gospels as we now luzve them 
by the author of the Didache. 

(5) It is not a mere repetition of what we have already 
said, but of independent value, to observe that when this 
passage is exscinded, the ordering of the whole section of 
the Two Ways becomes strict, logical, and even beautiful; 
so that the results obtained by omission become an argu
ment for the omission. Every thing; then, falls properly 
into place and the section yields the following strongly 
concatenated analysis:-

I. Introduction to the whole section, i. I. 

II. The Way of Life, i. 2-iv. 14. 

H See Harnack, p. 78.; Zahn's Tatian's Diatessaron, p. 133 sq. 
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1. Introductory Statement of the Way of Life, ii. 2. 

2. Negative development of its duties, ii. 2-iii. 6. 
A. Negative commandments of the Way of 

Life, ii. 2-ii. 7. 
B. "What is forbidden in these commandments" 

(in the sense of the questions in the 
Westminster Catechism), iii. 1-6. 

3. Positive commandments of the Way of ,Life, iii. 
7-iv. 1 I. 

A. Duties to one's self (personal duties of tem~ 
per), iii. 7-10 .. 

B. Duties to the church (the church teachers 
- the church members - the church 
unity), iv. 1-4. 

c. Duties to the poor, iv. 5-8. 
D. Duties to the household (parents to chil. 

dren - masters to servants - servants to 
masters), iv. 9-1 I. 

4. Concluding exhortations to the Way ot Life, 
iv. 12-14. 

III. The Way of Death, v. 1-2. 

IV. Concluding exhortations, vi. 1-3. 
(6) Transcriptional evidence is always ambiguous in a 

passage of such extent. But it must be observed that the 
absence of the passage from a whole class of documents 
forbids the special explanations which have been offered 
of its absence from individual documents. Von Geb· 
hardt's conjecture that a leaf may have fallen out of an 
early copy, which may have perpetuated itself in this muti. 
lated form, and become the parent of the whole Egyptian 
recension, is possi ble bu t not at all likely, in as much as: I. 

The treatise would have to begin in the middle of the 
verso page to bring this passage all on one leaf, and 2. 
This is to bring the transcriptional evidence into opposition 
to, not into harmony with, both the external and (what is 
far more important) the intrinsic. It may be safely asserted 
on the one hand, that the whole Egyptian group partake 
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of this omission by inheritance and not by accident and, 
on the other, that the insertion of the passage editor
ially is more easily explained than its omission editorially. 
It is not scribes' way to omit; and the feeling that the 
ethical teaching of the treatise fell short of the height 
demanded by the gospel may have early suggested an 
interpolation, especially as the twofold command of i. 2 

gave excuse for it. 
The internal evidence against the passage appears to us, 

when viewed by itself, sufficient to raise very grave doubts 
as to its genuineness, and, when conjoined with the external 
evidence which has already cast it in doubt, enough to set 
aside the passage as almost beyond question spurious. It 
may be added that the quotation of the spurious words 
by Hermas and Clement of Alexandria set the age of the 
interpolated Didache for us, in the first half of the second 
century; while the apparent use of Tatian's Diatessaron 
by it points to Syria as the place where the interpolating 
was done. 

II. 2. The general order of the words in this verse 
appears to be satisfactorily transmitted in the Constanti
nople MS. That, at the opening, murder precedes adul
tery, the agreement of the Canons, Constt., and Clement 
of Alexandria, Protr. 109, establishes against the defection 
of the Latin version alone. The transposition of false 
witness from the next verse by the Latin is only a curios
ity of scribes' work. Question can arise only as regards 
the order of the three prohibitions of lustful deeds. The 
Latin and the Constitutio~s unite with the Constantinople 
MS. in arranging them thus: adultery, paederasty, forni
cation. Barnabas and the Canons depart from this in 
placing paederasty last, although they disagree in the 
relative order of the other two; and Clement of Alex
andria, Paed. ii. 8,9, also gives this order. This would 
have strong claims to be considered the order of the 
Egyptian recension were it not for the possibility of col
lusion between both Clement and the Canons with Barna-
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bas. The defection of the Latin version is, in this state of 
the case, decisive and we follow with confidence the Con
stantinople MS. 

II. 5. This verse is remarkable in furnishing two clear 
cases in which the Constantinople MS. requires correction. 
That the order "Ev8~~ ou ICEv6~ should be received, the tes
timony of the Latin, Canons, and Constt. against the 
Constantinople MS. alone, as well as strong internal prob
ability, unite in demanding. The same witnesses unite in 
omitting the unnecessary and somewhat strange addition, 
a~xa UE/U(TT(J)f'~VO~ 7rpa.~E£. 

II. 6. The Latin adds cup£dus before 7r>..eov~ICT'7~against 
the decisive witness of the Canons, Constt., and Constan
tinople MS. The omission of OU ~~"?1 /3ov~~v 7rov'7pav IC4Ta 
Toli 7r~'7(Ttov (TOV by the Constt. alone as against Barnabas, 
the Canons, and the Constantinople MS. is of no signficance 
and the less so that the phrase is apparently hinted at in 
the Constt. themselves. 

II. 7. A case of some difficulty is presented in this 
verse by the i~sertion of the words ob~ 8e D..E~(Te,~ after 
D..by~e£~ by the Canons and their omission by the Constan
tinople MS. The Constitutions also omit the words but 
its testimony is of small value, since it has the passage 
only brokenly. Barnabas also is of small value here, as he 
has transmitted only the last clause and that in a changed 
form. Internally there is a balance of probabilities: on 
the one hand the words may have been dropped by homreo
teleuton, D..e~(TE£~ presenting a very similar mark for the 
eye to D..~'Y~E£~, and on the other they may have been 
introduced from Jude 22, as Harnack suggests. On the 
whole the internal evidence tends to favor the words, and 
we venture to insert them in square brackets." 

III. I. Two unimportant cases occur in this verse, in 
which the Constitutions range themselves against the 
decisive witness of the Canons and the Constantinople 

II They are inserted also by Hilgenfeld (text and Zeitschr., 1885, p. 80, 
note 1) and Zahn (Theo!. Literaturblatt, 1884, no. 26). 
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MS. combined, reading lCa1tOV, iwotead of '1T'OV'Tlpov and 
aintj>, instead of ail'rov. 

III. 2. Quite an interesting textual question arises in 
the list of sins in this verse. The M S.reads J.'''1oe ~"1M.>T~~ J.'7Joe 
EpUTlCalCo~ J.'TJOE 8vJ.'''co~, The Constt. substitute for the last 
two J.'''10E ~V'lCo~ J.'''1oe 8pauV<;. And the Canons, as edited by 
Harnack, changes the last item into 8vp.W81]~ which is the 
reading of Mosq., while Vind. reads 8v~vTLlCo~ and Ottob. 
p.aV£ICO<;. These readings of other MSS. of the Canons 
may have been framed under the influence of a reminis
cence of the Constitutions. But on the other hand they 
may preserve a reminiscence of the original text of the 
Canons and would thus hint at the presence in it of 
p.aV£ICO<;. The value of the combination of the Canons and 
Constitutions is shown by internal evidence of groups to 
be so small, however, that in any case it will be best to 
follow the reading of the MS. 

We follow, without hesitation, the MS. also in retaining 
in this verse a'1T'avTQ)v and the plural form cpovo£ 'YeJJvGwra£ 
against the Canons. The parallelism of the other verses 
demands them,-although the testimony changes sides 
curiousl y at iii. 4. 

III. 3. In this verse also we follow the MS. throughout 
although the other witnesses present some noteworthy 
variations from it. The Canons, for instance, divide the 
verse into two, -repeatiRg "the TEICVOV, J.'~ 'Ytvov instead of 
J.'TJOE before al<r'XPoXo'Yo<;: while the Constitutions omit the 
first half altogether- and transfer the second part to a 
place after iii. 4. The parallelism of the verses, and the 
parallelism of this section with the preceding one, ii. 2-7, 
thoroughly justify the form of the MS. The same paral
lelism vindicates the genuineness of a'1T'C"vTQ)v although the 
Constitutions unite with the Canons in omitting it here. 
The Canons stand alone again in reading the singular for 
}'O'XE/,a£ 'YEvvwvTa, of the MS. and the Constitutions. And 
the explanatory im/rotP8aXJ.'o<; of the Constitutions is set aside 
by the strong combination of the MS. and the Canons for 
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iJtr/>-,o4>(JaAJ.LO<;, which is supported also by internal prob
ability. 

III. 4. The reading of the Canons l8€'iv f£7]8e a.ICoVe£v may 
be confidently declared a later strengthening of the simple 
fj},,€W€£V of the MS. On the other hand we adopt here on 
internal grounds (parallelism) the plural reading of the 
Canons, €l80AOAaTpLa£ "(€VVWVTa£ instead of the singular of 
the MS. 

III s. We retain the f£OV of the MS. (Canons omitting) 
to satisfy the parallelism. The preposition before T~V .lCAO

w4v is curiously variously transmitted: the MS. gives €l.;, 
the Canons lWL, and Clement of Alexandria (Strom. i. 20) 

wpo<;. Some variation also appears in some of the paral
leis: in iii. 2, the MS. reads wpo<;, which is supported by 
the Canons; in iii. 3, again both read wpo<;; in iii. 4, the 
MS. and Canons read €i<;, and the Constt. wpo<;; in iii." 5, 
here, the MS. €l<;, the Canons lwe, and Clement wpo<;; in iii. 
6, the MS. reads €i<;, and the Canons and Constt. wpo;;. In 
every instance some witness or other gives us wpo<;. This 
seems certainly the true reading in 2 and 3; whereas €l<; is 
best supported in 4, and the other two cases are doubtful. 
Transcriptional evidence is ambiguous: either wpo<; was 
everywhere the original reading and the variants have 
arisen from the accidental substitution of a synonym, or 
€l<; was original in the last three cases and has been mech
anically assimilated to the previous wpo<;. The latter is 
somewhat most likely; and we propose to edit wpo<; in iii. 
2,3, and €l<; in iv. 6, with an alternative wpo<; in the margin. 

III. 6. Again we follow the MS. throughout :-rejecting 
the reading of the Canons both in its omission of f£OV, and 
its substitution of /L"(€£ for o8'7]"(€'i. 

III. 7. \Ve follow the MS. again and the more so that it 
is supported by the Constitutions in both cases, where the 
Canons read variants. Internal evidence thoroughly sup
ports it also in one of the cases: viz., "(~v for {3a<r£A€LaV TWII 
ovpavwv; but is ambiguous in the other, viz., 0; before 
wpae'i<;. 
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III. 8. The MS. is here also to be followed, both in its 
insertion of the ICats, and in its rejection of certain words; 
both against the Canons. 

Ill. 9. The combination of the MS., Barnabas, and the 
Constitutions for TO V"XO far outweighs the Canons (rilv 
'irVX7/v). 

The Canons (d. edition of Harnack) apparently lacked 
the phrase "OpOOOf;. Ou ICO>'>'''10~(jETat ~ VVX~ (jOt/' (omitted 
by homreoteleuton?) although it appears in Otto b., in a 
form which could scarcely be drawn from Barnabas. 
\Vhether we are to read it as it appears in the MS., or as 
Barnabas gives it: ouoe ICO>'>'''10~(j?1 fIC V"XT]f; (jOll (omitting 
8pao-of;),and as it is repeated in the Canons (Ottob.),is hard to 
determine. Perhaps the conjunction of Barnabas and the 
Canons in a reading in which they do not seem in collusion 
will determine us to accept ouoe ICo>'>'''10~(jTl instead of ou ICO>.
~':'10~(jETa,. This appears best whether we judge the read
ing of Ottob. to be a survival of the original reading of 
the Canons, or subsequently introduced from the Didache; 
in either case it is an independent witness to the Didache. 

The order OtKaLwv ICal Ta'TT'EtllwV is established by the MS. 
and Canons, against Barnabas. 

Ill. 10. We follow the MS. throughout here; in the 
omission of Of (against Canons), the reading (jO£ (with Can
ons and Constt., against Barnabas' 0'01l), and the reading 
o'TEp (with Canons, against Barnabas' aVElI). 

IV. I. We retain as probably genuine the TfICVOV J.LOV of 
the MS. against the Canons, which omit P.Ov; and in like 
manner omit TOV (Canons) before ICvptov, with the MS.; and 
retain the last clause as given in the MS. and the Can
ons against the the omission of Barnabas (?) and the alter
ation of the Constitutions. 

It is more difficult to settle the complicated readil'lg 
that affects the whole first part of the verse. It may be 
considered in three separate parts. (I) Ought we to insert 
another verb before P.V"10~(jTl' dividing the sentence into 
two clauses? (2) Shall we insert a further qualifying 
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phrase? and (3) are we to insert another objective clause? 
The MS. reads simply: TOU ;\.a;\.ouvTo~ trot TO'; >o.O'YOV TOU 8eou 
jJ-v7J8~tr'[l VIJICTO~ Ka~ ~jJ-epa~. In the Canons this is expanded 
into the following long sentence, in which the figures 
mark the parts affected by the above questions: TOV ;\.a;\.
ouvn, trOt TOV ;\.o'Yov TOU (hou (3) Kal7T'apatnov trOt 'YtvojI-Wov rij~ 
~6)ij~, ~aL OOVTa trOt 'T~V €V ~lJpt~t) tr4>P4'Ytoa (I) cVya7T'~trm (2) 

• , t "'8"\ ~ 8 ' t" t ~, \ • , 
6)~ ~OP7JV 0.,. a"'jJ-OlJ trOIJ,jJ-V7Jtr 7]tr'[l O€ alJTOIJ VIJ~Ta ~a, 7JjJ-Epav. 
Taking up the three questions in their order, we observe:-

(I) The insertion of a new verb is supported by Barn
abas [and the Constitutions]. Barnabas reads: cVya'IT~tr€t~ 
., ~ ''''8"\ ~ , ,"\"\ -~, ''\ L.. 
6)~ ~OPTJV TOIJ 0.,. a"'jJ-OlJ trOIJ 'lTaVTa 'TOV ",a"",IJV'Ta trot TOV , ..... ,Oll 

TOU ~lJptolJ' jJ-V7Jtr8~tr'[l ~JJ-fpav ~pttre6)f; ~jJ-epaf; ~al VIJ~TO~. His 
blundering genius is here very apparent. IIavTa appears 
to be a strengthening addition. 'HjJ-fpav ~pttre6)f; seems 
only a confusion of ~JJ-fpav ~al VV~Ta,- nearly the form of 
adverb used by the Canons; so that Barnabas conflates the 
adverbial expressions of the Constantinople MS. and the 
Canons. It is clear that the CanonS cannot have copied 
their statement from Barnabas, but it is not so clear that 
they may not have altered the Didache as it lay before 
them into closer accord with Barnabas. The union of 
Barnabas with the Canons is, therefore, here, as elsewhere, 
suspicious, and we dare not plead the pair as more than 
one witness. The Constitutions also, however, insert an 
additional verb, though no longer a'Ya'7l"7]tr€'~' but Oo~atret~ ; 
yet in so doing they support Barnabas and the Canons in 
the main point. Internally, the addition is faintly probable, 
and of the two verbs OO~M€t~ is intrinsically the superior 
reading. It is not difficult to account for the falling out 
of a single word in the Constantinople MS. or for the sub
sequent adjustment of the syntax by changing the accusa
tive into the genitive. On the whole, then, it appears 
best to insert here OO{MHf;, with adjustment of the syntax. 

(2) The support (Barnabas and Canons) of the qualify
ing phrase rdf; ~6p'1Jv o4>8a;\.jJ-Ou trOIJ is genealogically and by 
internal evidence of groups too suspicious to detain us 
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long, especially in the face of internal objections; and so 
we confidently reject this insertion. 

(3) The second half of the objective clause inserted by 
the Canons, from .leat SOliTa to (T(ppatylSa inclusive has no 
claim whatever on our acceptance, external or internal. 
The former portion, however, may possibly be echoed in 
the Constitutions a little later in the words: OVX 00<; 'Yelleue-

W " ," ". I' 'I: ' f (.0)<; a,TtOIl, UI\.I\. (.0)<; TOU eu e lIaL uo£ 'Tf'PO,.evOIl 'Y£II0f'evOIl, rom 
which it might be inferred that the author of the Constt. 
had some such sentence as that which the Canons trans
mit before him and tried to guard it from misunderstand
ing. Although the combination of the Canons and Constt. 
is discredited by internal evidence of groups, this seems 
to be due to the number of petty cases of accidental union 
between them. Our present case is essentially different 
from them and we cannot help suspecting that we have 
here a genuine transmission from the common original on 
which the two works rest. It may be best to put it into 
the margin as a possible addition. But if we so conclude 
we are immediately faced by two difficulties-concerning 
the exact form in which to cast the addition, and the exact 
place into which to insert it. The form given in the Can
ons is the most original one transmitted to us, and we can
not do better than adopt it. We have the choice of insert
ing it as an appositional accusative to TOll A.aA.OUvTa (follow
ing the Canons) or immediately after OO~M€£<; connecting 
it with f'lI'T1(J~UV' The latter is the more attractive dispo
sition, but will be judged by many too conjectural. 

IV. 2. In this verse we read oe with the MS. and Can
ons, against Barnabas (.leat); .lea(J' 1Jf'epall without €.leMT1]l1 

with the MS. Canons, and ConstitutIons, against Barnabas; 
TOOIl /vyl(.o)1I with the MS., Barn., and Constt., against the 
confused reading of the Canons; and 'Tf'pou(.o)'Tf'a with Barn. 
abas and the MS., against the Canons and Constt. (-Oil). 
Whether we are to accept the form E7ralla7rafi<; (the 
Constantinople MS.) with Harnack and Hilgenfeld, or 
correct it into E7ralla7raUV (Constt.) with Bryennios, Spence, 
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Sabatier, etc., or into E7T'O;Va7T'avuTJ (Canons) can scarcely be 
confidently decided. The correctness of the last words of 
the verse as given in the MS. is vouched for by the Constt. 
and Canons; Barnabas, however, adds an idea of labor and 
of saving the soul thereby which has left traces also in the 
Canons. 

IV. 3. Very clearly the MS. reading 7T'o9que£<; in this 
verse is wrong and should be supplanted by 7T'o,~ue£<; 

(Barnabas, Canons, Constt.). The MS. uX,Lup.a, supported 
by Barnabas, is on both external and internal grounds 
superior to the u'X,tup.aTa of the Canons and Constt. Barn
abas and Canons insert unnecessarily a nva after l>..ryfa£, 
against the MS. and Constt. Decision is difficult here, 
though apparently the MS. has the best claim to be fol
lowed. 

IV. 4. 'The addition of EV 7T'poue"Xfi by the Canons and 
Constitutions to this enigmatical verse, besides being dis
credited by the character of that combination, is con
demned by its self-evident explanatory purpose. The 
parallelism with the preceding verses as well as the excel
lent character of the supporting group (MS. and Barnabas) 
establishes the future o£'o/'''X~ue,<; against the o£'o/'''X~uTJ<; of 
the Canons and the 'Ylvov U'o/'v'X,o<; of the Constitutions. 
The negative varies in the documents from p.~ (Constt. 
Canons) and ou in the MS, to the plainly strengthened ou 
p.~ in Barnabas; we follow the MS." 

IV. '5. Here we can, without hesitation, adopt the MS. 
reading Ttl<; 'X,e'ipa<; ..... uvu7T'aJV, supported as it is by 
Barnabas and the Canons, against the T~V xe'ipa , , 
UVUTe-X,A.roV of the Constitutions. 

IV. 6. The Constantinople MS. presents in this verse 
two omissions, one of which-Troy before u,p.apnrov,-we can 
easily adopt without discussion, but in the other of which 
we judge it to be in error. Supported by the Canons, it 
reads: .. If thou have, through thy hands thou shalt 

.~ Cf. Zahn's Supplementum Clementinum, p. 315, and Hermas as there 
quoted, 
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give thy sins' ransoming." The Constitutions, instead of 
this, reads: "If thou have, through thy hands give, in 
order that thou mayest work out thy sins' ransoming." 
And Barnabas (xix. 10): "Through thy hands thou shalt 
work unto thy sins' ransom" C,,-UTpOII). Now, if it is estab
lished, as seems to be done, that the Constitutions and 
Barnabas are independent, this addition deserves the deep
est attention; it cannot be by accident that they agree in 
inserting fP'YtUr'!l El<; before the" ransoming (ransom) of thy 
sins." Apparently, then, tlTe Constitutions have preserved 
for us here the true text and are to be followed. We pro
pose to insert-at least in brackets-lila lP'YtUr'!l Ei<; 
between SWITEt<; and A.VrPIDIT£II. Otherwise we should have 
to count the Constt. a conflation of Barnabas and the Con
stantinople MS." 

IV. 7. External evidence supported by intrinsic consid
erations decides in this verse for 'Yap (MS., Canons, Constt.) 
against Se (Bam.); 0 (Bam., Canons., Constt.) against ~ 
(MS.); and 1ITT£II (MS., Canons., Constt.) against its omission 
by Barn. The 7rTIDXrf. of the Const. is manifestly an explan. 
atory addition. 

IV. 8. We retain, though with some doubt, the Telll 

before IllSEOJUl'Oll, with the MS., but against Canons and 
Constt. For the rest of the verse we follow the MS. 
although there are several minor variations, the only 
one of importance being the omission of the lTV"(
in ITVYICOtllIDV?]ITEt<; by Barnabas and the Constitutions,-a 
combination strong enough to throw doubt upon it. The 
rest are such as III 7ralT£II Bam., El<; 7rallTa Constt., for 7rallTa; 
the interpretation 7rA.17ITWII (Barn.) for aOEX</>o<;, and </>OapToi<; 
(Barn.) for 01711TOi<;. 

IV. 9. The Ecclesiastical Canons fail at this point, tak. 
ing from us one of our most important witnesses and leav
ing the whole Egyptian class to be represented by the 
sporadic and bungling excerpts of Barnabas alone. For-

ti Cf. J. R . Harris as quoted in the N. Y. Independent, Sept. 24. 1885, 
p. , . 

VOL. XLIII. No. 16c). 9 
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tunately Barnabas quotes from every succeeding verse of 
the chapter and this is of value as against Krawutzcky's 
efforts to prove the spuriousness of iV.9-14." That they 
are contained in Barnabas on the one side and the Con
stantinople MS. and the Constitutions on the other side is 
decisive for their genuineness on any other theory of the 
relations of the documents than that which Krawutzcky, 
and Krawutzcky alone, has adopted. His theory supposes 
that Barnabas is the original writing, and that in order to 
logically arrange and doctrinally correct what he had 'so 
wildly brought together in these last chapters of his epistle, 
the Two Ways was written early in the second century. All 
the other documents (including the Didache) came from this 
and it is this they represent. Even on this theory it is un
natural to suppose that two out of the three witnessing doc
uments should have borrowed from Barnabas just the same 
supplements, and hence Krawutzcky is driven to make the 
Constitutions a secondary witness even to the Two Ways, 
drawing itself directly from the Didache. The internal evi
dence on which Krawutzcky relies against this section is as 
weak as the external, and turns wholly on his failure to 
grasp the train of thought in this part of the treatise. When 
we once see the principle of arrangement which apparently 
governed the writer himself, this portion of the chapter 
becomes not only a natural, but even a necessary, part of 
the treatise. Why the Canons desert their model here is 
another matter and of no great importance to us in the criti
cism of the Didache: for this purpose we only need to 
know that they did not stop here because the matter 
before them stopped. And this appears to be proved by 
the borrowing of the Canons in c. 12 from Didache, x. 3, 
xiii. I, 2, thus showing that much more of the Didache 
w::ts before the author than he chose to borrow: d. also 
c. 15, and Harnack's notes 34 and 35, pp. 210, 211. 

This verse presents some readings in which Barnabas 
opposes itself to the Constantinople MS. and the Constt. 

26 TUbingen Theolog. Quartalschrift, 1884. IV. p. 559 sq. 
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combined, as follows: oiJle (Constantinople MS. and Constt.) 
against ou "'~ (Barn.), which is a manifest alteration for 
emphasis; apEi.~ (MS., Constt.) against dp'[l~ (Barn.) where 
again the internal evidence decides for the former; VEOT'rJ
TO~ (MS. Constt.), against Tq~ VEOT1rro~ (Barn.); TOV f/Jo/3ov 
(MS. Constt.), against f/Jo/3ov (Barn.). Although with doubt 
in the two latter cases, we follow the MS. in all four 
instances. When the Constt., standing alone, inserts 
airrov~ after o£oa.Ee£co, while its omission by the MS. is sup
ported also by Barnabas, it is the easier to decide in favor 
of the MS. that the external group is in this case a strong 
one and the internal evidence not ambiguous. 

IV. 10. In this verse we reject the strengthened ou "'~ 
of Barn. in favor of the simple ou" of the MS. and the 
Constt.; accept on internal support the CTOV which Barna
bas (against the MS. and Constt.) inserts after 7ra£OlCT"'[I; 
adopt the order of words of the MS. and Constt. against 
Barnabas; adopt the simple negative ou of Barnabas 
against the ou ft~ of the MS., and the 4>o/3'70~CTOVTa, of the 
MS. against the f/J0/3"10C,CT£ of Barnabas; and reject the 
7r€W'0£80CTW of the Constt. in favor of the l>..7r[~OVCTW of the 
MS. and Barnabas. 

A more important and difficult variation occurs in the 
last clause-where also the Constt. deserts us and we 
must decide between ou 'Yap lpXETa, read by the MS. and 
~" -lJ"'A.Oev ou by Barnabas. We must frankly confess that 
the latter reading appears to us internally very much the, 
preferable one: and yet in a conflict between a MS. and 
so freely worked over a transmission as Barnabas gives 
us, we dare not follow the latter in so important a case. 
We content ourselves with placing, therefore, what seems 
intrinsically the better reading in the margin. 

IV. 1 I. The ooV"'Ao£ and iJ",c,v at the opening of this 
verse seem to be properly corrected by most of the 
editors into o[ ooV"'Ao£ and ~"'(;1V from Constt. The omission 
of TOi.~ and iJphJV (~",C,v) by Barnabas seems an individual
ism that may be justly neglected. Each of the three wit-
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nesses gives a different form to the verb, but that given 
by the MS. appears most likely, from the forms used in 
the neighboring verses, to have been the original one. The 
combination, MS. + Barn., is enough to settle the read
ings c:,<;, TVrrf(J (Constt. TV'7I'OL<;') and alCTxvlIl1 (Constt. 7rPOCTOXfi). 

IV. 12. We ventilre to follow the MS. here, although 
Barnabas and the Constt. insert a verb, though diversely, 
apparently betraying independent correction by them. 

IV. 1.3. It cannot be seriously questioned that the re
peated 7rap' atrrov in this verse is an insertion of the 
Constt. (omit: MS., Barn.). 

IV. 14. The words Ell EICICA!'1CTt'!, with which this verse 
opens in the Constantinople MS., are omitted by both 
Barnabas and the Constt. Barnabas merely says: "Thou 
shalt confess thy sinfulness:" the Constt.: "Thou shalt 
confess to the Lord thy God, thy sins." Either the Constt. 
are a direct correction of the Didache (which, indeed, is 
not per Sf unlikely), or the original Didache lacked the 
word5 Ell EICleA.'1CTt'!' The latter seems to be most probable; 
and the internal evidence - for there is nothing apparent 
in the context to justify the emphatic prepositing of ill 
EICleA.'1CTt'!- appears to support it. We relegate the words, 
therefore, to the margin. 

The word for" sins" differs in each witness: we adopt 
T4 ap.apT~J.ULTa CTOU of the Constt. supported in part by 
Barnabas. The same evidence more directly given, makes 
leat suspicious. The internal evidence supports the 7rPO<;'
e'A.€.uCTTI (MS. Constt.) against Barnabas's 7rpo<;,~e,<;,; while, 
on the other hand, the variation of the Constt. in the last 
words of the discussion by which they are transmuted 
into r,p,epa 7roVf'Jpta<;, CTOU is plainly explanatory, and we 
follow the MS. and Barnabas. It goes without saying 
that T17<;' ~Q)17<;' of the colophon, supported by the MS. and 
the Constt., has higher claims to genuineness than Barna-
b ' ~"" ' as s TOU 'l'Q)TO<;'. 

V. 1. On the opening words of the Way of Death, 
Krawutzcky (Ttibingen Theolog. Quartalschrift, 1884, IV. 
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p. 565) may be profitably consulted. His doubt whether 
the Constitutions may not give the original form rests on 
his underestimate of the union of Barnabas and the Con
stantinople MS., which is here not precise, indeed, but in 
the main opposes the Constitutions. The alteration by 
Barnabas of TOU OaJlaTOV into TOU pl'A.aJlo<; ranks with his 
characteristic forms elsewhere. Possibly the omission of 
ail-rr] . ... eu-rw may be explained by accident due to homre
oteleuton: the sentence thus resulting needed one word's 
insertion, and thus we get Barnabas's CTICO"'A.Ul, instead of 
'lroJl"lpa. 

The list of sins which follows, contains in this verse, as 
given in the Constantinople MS., twenty-two items. Every 
one of these is witnessed by the Constitutions also
although l'11'tiJvp.la£ is further explained by the adjective 
'lrapaJlop.ot, and tn/ro<; takes the form lnfr'r1"'A.04>pOCTWr,. Besides 
these the Constitutions add two, l'11'wp,,{at, which is given 
the third place, and rl4>ofjia, which closes the list, thus 
increased to twenty-four items. Barnabas contains seven
teen items, of which fifteen appear also in both the other 
witnesses, and two are added,- '11'apafj4Q'£<; in the middle, 
and rl4>ofjla OEOU at the end, the last of which agrees with 
the final term of the Constitutions' list. Hermas, in Man
date viii. 3-5, plainly presents reminiscences of this pass
age, and in his list of sins includes eight (ten) that are 
found in our documents, grouped just sufficiently together 
to make connection with our passage certain: it is worth 
remarking that of these eight words five ('11'OpJlEta, v.".OlCpt
CT£<;, y.ev80p.apTvpia, 1'11'£Ovp.ia, c.i"'A.a~ovEla) are lacking in Bar
nabas. The type of the Didache used by Hermas seems 
to have been intermediate between the Egyptian and 
Syrian types, and included both the angel clause peculiar 
to the one (Didache i. I = Hermas, Mand. vi. 2) and the 
alms-giving clause peculiar to the other (Didache i. 
5 = Hermas, Mandate ii. 4, 6). Its witness, here, conse
quently adds less than could be wished to the testimony 
of the Constantinople MS. and the Constitutions. 
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The order in which these sias are arranged agrees per
fectly in the MS. and the Constt., with these trivial excep
tions: the third and fourth items (E'Tf'dJ~. 'Tf'opJle'ia£) in 
the MS. are transposed in the Constt. and the additional 
word E'Tf"Op,,[at interposed between them. On the other 
hand, Barnabas presents an utterly different order. If we 
number the items in the MS., the different orders may be 
represented to the eye thus:- . 

eonSI/.: I, 2, 4, E'Tf'tOp"lat, (3),5,6,7,8,9,10, II, 12, 13, 
14, IS, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, (21, ~}..Ocf>pOCT~), 22, acf>ofJla. 

Barn.: 6, 20, 21, I I, 12, 2, 1,9, 14, 'Tf'apafJaCTt~, 13, IS, 16, 
8, 7, 17, acf>ofJta Beou. 

So far as Hermas gives the same words, they stand in 
him: 2,4, 14, II, (IS), (24), 10, 17, 3, 22. 

Another difference in form is found in the fact that 
Barnabas throughout uses the singular number, in which, 
indeed, Hermas agrees with him, while the MS. and 
Constt. use the plural for the former moiety and the sin
gular for the second part,- the MS. giving eleven plural 
names (down to and including lnrO"p[CTet~) and eleven sin
gular ones; and the Constitutions thirteen plural names 
down to and including ow}..o""pota, = No. 12 in the MS. 
list) and eleven singular ones. 

Internal considerations give us great confidence in the 
general trustworthiness of the text-both in its contents 
and order-as transmitted in the MS. and Constt. Bar
nabas here is confusion worse confounded. On the other 
hand, the other documents not only present an arrange
ment that can be traced, but one which was demonstrably 
the natural order for the author of this document. We 
have in Didache iii. 2 sq. a formal arrangement of sins in 
which they take this order: (I) murder, (2) sins of lust, (3) 
idolatries, including witchcraft, (4) thefts, including sins 
of pride, (5) blasphemies, including sins of the tongue 
and temper. The list in ii. 2 sq. takes essentially the same 
order: (a) murder, (b) lusts, (c) thefts, (d) magic, (~) child
murder, (f) coveting, (g) sins of speech. Now, in our 
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present list we have (I) murders, (2) adulteries, lusts, for
nications, (3) thefts, (4) idolatries, witch crafts, sorceries,
[robberies], - (5) false witnesses, hypocrisies, (double
heartedness). At this point the plurals break off and the 
list takes a new beginning. It cannot be accidental that 
the order is exactly that of iii. 2 sq. with the one differ
ence of transposing thefts and ido\atries,- a transposition 
which is supported by ii. 2 on the one hand, and not to be 
thought doubtful, on the other, on account of the" rob
beries" which come later. (See later p. 145.) The conjecture 
lies very close that" thefts" here originally occupied the 
eighth place, and has been transposed to the fifth under 
the influence of ii. 2 and the reminiscences-fresh in 
every scribe's mind -of the ten commandments (Ex. xx. 
13; Deut. v. 17), as well as of our Lord's words in Matt. 
xix. 18, and the best MSS. of Mark.x. 18. But the agree
ment of the order, as it stands in the MS., with that of ii. is 
sufficient to compel us to reject even so specious a con
jecture. The insertion of 1'11'£op"ld£ by the Constt. is also 
discredited by the parallelism; IT but the parallelism appar
ently throws its weight for the plural form of ~£'11'M"apSla£. 

The last ten (eleven) names .:......from SoXo\, to aXa~ov.ta 
(aq,ofJta [Beou])-have too close a relation to ii. 5 sq. to 
remain doubtful. As there, so here they follow upon and 
are attached to sins of speech, and include (I) guile, ii. 
5 = SOM\" (2) pride and covetousness, ii. 6 = inrep1l!/>avta 
.... ci~ove{a. We confidently adopt this list also, then, 
and in the order in which the MS. gives it. Even iiyo\' 
(Barnabas? and MS.) is preferable to the V+'rIXo!/>POUVV"l of 
the Constt. At the end, however, the testimony of Bar
nabas and the Constt. induce us to insert a final term, 
ci4wfJla [Beou], which stands as the final term in both wit
nesses, and could scarcely have been added independently. 
It is the climax, here, just as the next list ends climacti
cally in 7Tav(JafLapT'1}TO£. And in this aspect of it, it looks as 

t1 If it be genuine it should stand just before the tenth name. It i~ 

probably, however, inserted to accord with II. 3. 
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if we should probably retain also the Beov which Barnabas 
alone transmits. 

V. 2. In this section of the sin-list, the MS. gives us 
nineteen items, and the Constt. supports it throughout,
apart from some minor points of detail. Here, too, we 
have the general support of Barnabas, which was lacking 
to us in the previous verse, and the presence of which 
gives us an attesting group of great strength. Barnabas 
agrees with the MS. exactly in the first five items, with the 
exception that he inserts TroV before luyaiJrov in the first. 
Between the fifth and sixth he inserts XAplf /Cal, 0p4>avrp ov 
7rPOuEx,ovTe<;, which is SO plainly a further explanation of 
the previous sentence, "not cleaving to that which is good 
nor to righteous judgment," that it may be rejected out 
ot hand. The slight changes which he introduces in the 
sixth and seventh items are opposed by internal evidence. 
The eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh, he supports ex
actly. Between the eleventh and twelfth he inserts 
f!Vxf!pei<; brl /CaTaAaA'q" which apparently is condemned by 
its unfitness for this c~mtext. After this he supports the 
MS. to the end. The support of Barnabas in this detailed 
way suffices, not only to esta1¥ish the general list as in the 
MS., but also its details even when the Constitutions 
desert it. 

VI. I. The sixth chapter of the Didache fails in Barna
bas, except a trace, p~rhaps,of verse 2 in xix. 8, lJuov 
S6vaua, inrep T11<; 'tVX7J<; uov a'Yvevue,<;, which is the more 
gratefully received because it is just this verse that is 
passed over by the Constitutions. The Constantinople 
MS., therefore, and the Constitutions are our &Ole wit
nesses to this chapter. This ought not to throw its gen
uineness into doubt, but it prevents us from placing 
implicit confidence in the details of the text. The Con
stitutions contain the first clause of verse I, and imply 
some thing like the second clause; and so quote from 
verse 3 as to imply the whole of it. What concerns 
details;- in verse I ; 

, 
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Instead of cl'7ro TaUn,S' rij" o~ou rijS' o£oa'X,7}" of the MS., 
the Constitutions reads cl'7ro rij" evaefJela". The internal 
evidence is ambiguous: on the one hand, the statement of 
the MS. appears rather objective; on the other, it appears 
likely that" from this way" stood in the original docu
ment. We cannot do better than to follow doubtfully 
the MS. 

VI. 3. The simple ~VyeTe (~e) of the Constitutions 
has a more primitive flavor than the strong AlaV '7rpoaexe 
of the MS. But, again, material for confident decision is 
wanting. 

Reviewing this examination, we obtain the following 
list of changes, which, it appears, we should probably 
introduce into the text of the Constantinople MS., viz.: 

Title: bracket TfiJlI and omit ~w~elCa; omit second title. 
I. 2. 8EAV" for 8eA.7}av,,; '7ro£7}ae,,, for '7r0/,e,. 
I. 3. Omit from ev),gye'iTE to ii. I, inclusive. 
II. S. Reverse the order y.eIlO7}S', ov 11:6110,,; omit clAM 

p.€p.€aT6Jpivos- '7rp&EE£. 
II. 7. Insert [ob" ~e aE~af!£"] after {MtyEE'''. 
III. 4. elooMMTp!a£ 'Y6IIJl6)1I T a £; place '7rpO" In the mar. 

gin opposite el". 
III. S. Place '7rpO" 'in the margin opposite El". 
III. 9. oVOt ICOAA"187}(TV Ell: y.vX:r,S' aov with ov II:OAA"1B~aeTa£ 

t1 y.vx,.r, aot! in the lQ1lrgin. 
IV. I. TOil MMUJlT& ao£ instead of TOU MMUIITOs- ao£, with 

the latter in the margin; insert ooE&am after Beou with 
omit opposite it in the margin; place "Add [lCal'7rapa[noll 
ao£ 'YLIIOp.a!OIl rij" ~6J;''']'' in the margin opposite Beou; add 
~ aVTov after p.V?]aB~a'[J with "omit" opposite them in the 
margin. 

IV. 2. Place l'7rava'7raVy in margin opposite to --'lraNS" 
IV. 3. '7ro£7}ae£" instead of '7rOB~aE£S'. 
IV. 6. Insert between owae£" and A{rrp6JaLII the words [tJla 

, , , ] EP'YatrV e£S' . 
IV. 7. 0 instead of 1]: 
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IV. 8. Place opposite TOil before EIISEOfl-EIIOII, "omit" in the 
the margin; place opposite UVY"O£II(J)II~uE£r;, the word "0£
JI(J)JI~ue£r; in the margin. 

IV. 9. Add Tr,r; in the margin before IIEonrror; and place 
omit in the margin opposite the TOil before f/Jo{30Jl. 

IV. 10. Insert [uou] after 7ra£O[ulC'[I; bracket fI-~; place 
on ~}...OEII ou in the margin opposite ou 'Yap epXETa£. 

IV. 1 I. Add 01 before Sou}...Ot; Vfl-WII for ~fl-WII. 
IV. 14. Transfer Ell E""}..."1utq. to the margin; a~pT~~Tci 

instead of 7rapa7rTwfl-aTa, with the latter in the margin; 
bracket "at. 

v. I. Add at end, afj>o{3£a [OEOU]. 
VI. 3. f/JEryE with }...[all 7rPOUEXE in margin. 
The result of such an examination of the text as we 

have made is certainly, first of all, to give us an increased 
confidence in the general purity of its· transmission in the 
Constantinople MS. If we may venture to adopt the 
corrections of that MS. which it suggests, we have gained, 
further, a purer text on which to found our study of the 
contents and relations of_the work. Feeling the ground 
grow thus ~rmer beneath our feet, it becomes possible to 
discuss with 'some satisfaction such problems as the fol
lowing: The sources and composition of the treatise; the 
disposition of its matter; its theological and ethical teach
ing; the history of its use and abuse in the chu rch; and 
many others which inevitably start themselves in the mind 
of the student. Sheer lack of space will compel us to 
postpone most of these pressing questions to a future 
occasion. Let it be only said that a beginning has been 
made by Krawutzcky t. of a thorough study of the use 
made of the Two Ways by the Canons and ConstitutIons; 
Zahn may be profitably consulted on the use made of it 
by Barnabas; Harnack's remarks on the Canons and Con
stitutions deserve consultation; and now Professor J. R. 
Harris has given us some insight into its use by the Sibyl
line Oracles. For the rest, we must confine ourselves to 

is TUbingen Theolog. Quartalschrift. 1882. 
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the two subjects of the composition of the treatise and its 
doctrinal and ethical teaching. 

THE COMPOSITION OF THE TWO WAYS. 

If the original title of the treatise can be attributed to 
it.s author, he appears to have undertaken his work with 
Acts ii.42, "And they continued steadfastly in the teach
ing of the apostles" (TO o£oaxo TOJV "'7I'OO'TO:\6.)II) , in mind. 
At all events, he laid out his treatise on the lines of the 
Christian commonplace of the two ways, with conscious 
reference, no doubt, to the Scriptures, though, perhaps, 
not to anyone definite passage. Jer. xxi. 8, "Behold, I 
have given before your face .,.;p, ooov TT]<; t'(o)~ .cal. -TOU 
8avaTov," may have been most sharply present in his mind. 
But the conception is spread over the face of the Script
ures, old and new, and is found in strikingly similar forms 
in Deuteronomy (xxx. 15), and Baruch (ii. 1), and in Matthew 
(vii. 13), and 2 Peter (ii. 2), alike. The constant use of the 
simple word "The Way" in the Book of Acts (d. ii. 28; 
ix. 2; xiv. 27; xviii. 25; xix. 9, 23; xxii. 4; xxiv. 14, 22; 
also 1 Cor. iv. 17; xii. 31; Heb. x. 20) as a synonym ot the 
Christian life, shows it already figuring asa sort of Chris
tian "slang," if we may be pardoned the word. Clement 
of Alexandria (Strom. v. 5) is thoroughly justified in 
declaring: ovo oSov<; lnrOTf,(Jlf£€VOV TOU evtvy"(e:\[ov, Kal. TbJV 

a'7l'OO'TOMV, op.o'(o)<; TQJ;<;'7I'po</n1Ta£<; li'7l'aO'£. And on this very 
account it is difficult to trace the phrase back to anyone 
definite passage in the case of our author, just as it is in 
the cases of the Testt. XII. Patriarchs, Aser. 1 (Sinker, p. 
183), or the writer in the Talmud, Berachoth 28 b.; ~oth 
of which appear as independent of our Teaching as Dr. 
Charles Hodge's" Way of Life" or The Letters from Hell, 
p. 2: "It was true, awfully true, that I had not followed 
the way of life, but thepatlts of deatlt since the days even 
of childhood." 

In accordance with the ohvious indications of this con
ception, our author divides his treatise into two parts, the 
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former and larger portion (i. 2-iv.) treating of the Way 
of Life, and the latter (v.) of the Way of Death, the whole 
closing (vi.) with some broad, concluding exhortations. 
In making his disposition of the matter to be ,included 
under the former of these two great divisions, it seems to 
be evident that the author was working under the influ
ence of a strong reminiscence of either our Gospel of 
Matthew or some thing with much the same contents. In 
Matt. xxii. 35-40 all the commandments are summed 
up in the two of love to G,od and love to our neigh
bor. In Matt. vii. 12 the Golden Rule is brought into 
close connection with the two ways. In Matt. xix. 
17 sq., it is declared to the young man that if he 
would enter into life he should keep the commandments, 
which are specified as: "Thou shalt not kill: Thou 
shalt not commit adultery; Thou shalt not steal; Thou 
shalt not bear false witness; Honor thy father and thy 
mother; Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself; .... If 
thou wouldst be perfect, go, sell that thou hast and give 
to the poor." In like manner, the author of our tractate 
declares that the way of life consists in keeping the two 
commandments of love to God and our neighbor,-in 
avoiding all that is forbidden by the golden rule, which is 
(ii. 2) analyzed at once into the commandments of the 
sec6nd table of the decalogue. The· collocation of these 
three thin3s: the ways of life and death, the golden rule, 
and the decalogue, very strongly recalls the words of 
Jesus recorded in Matthew. So that the disposition of 
the treatise itself gives us very real grounds for assuming 
that it depends on our first Gospel. 

This is strengthened by (and strengthens) the appear
ance of actual use of the phraseology of Matthew. It is 
evident, indeed, that the author does not intend to make 
exact quotations from or immediate appeals to any writing. 
In i. 1 he succinctly and clearly states the authoritative 
teaching, which is observed to be drawn from Scripture, 
but not quoted from any special passage of it. In li.ke 
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manner, in verse 2 the evident purpose rules of definite, 
clear, succinct statement of authoritative truth. No 
authorities are adduced; the truth is didactically and 
dogmatically stated, as if from a teacher, accredited by 
his position, and dealing with his matter freely. Under 
such circumstances there is no reason to doubt that the 
matter is drawn from Matthew, because it is compressed 
and simplified and made easy to grasp and hQld in mem
ory. A comparison of the commands to love God and 
our neighbor, in i. 2, with the same injunctions in Matthew 
xxii. 37 sq., reveals the very closest relationship between 
the two; while the very form of them in the Teaching 
betrays a studied compression. It is, perhaps, too much 
to say that the prepositing of 7rpC,TOV suggests a reminis
cence of the parallel in Mark xii. 27 sq.; yet it is found 
there too. Only the change of "the Lorp thy God" into 
.. the God that made thee" needs accounting for before 
we decide that Matthew is certainly the source from which 
the Teaching drew. This phrase also occurs in Barnabas 
xi,'. 2, where it is borrowed from the Teaching, and also 
in Justin MClrtyr, Apol. i. 16, where it may be borrowed 
from either Barnabas (although the use of Barnabas by 
Justin is not yet funy proven) or the Teaching-for that 
Justin did not use the Teaching is not so certain as some 
seem to think." . There is no reason to think its insertion 
here any thing else than original with our author; and it 
seems due to the purpose of the treatise, as a catechism 
directed to those just becoming Christians, to whom the 
creatorship of God needed emphasizing rather than their 
person~l part in that God which would suit Jewish 
readers better. But if we thus conclude that all the 
divergences of the words from the form given by Mat
thew are such as the author of the Teaching would nat
urally make in adapting them to his purpose, there exists 
no reason why we may not refer them to Matthew as their 
source. 

,. Cf. J. R. Harris. Journal of Christian Philosophy. 1884. p. 380. 
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The negative form which the Golden Rule takes in the 
latter portion of i. 2 is explicable also from the desire of 
the writer to express its far-reaching teaching in a form 
which should be at once, on account of its definiteness 
and easy comprehensibility, fitted to serve as the" milk
food" of catechumens and an easy point of attachment 
for the negative commandments which were to follow. 
Other,wise its language is not further removed from 
that of Matt. vii. 12 than ordinary freedom of quotation 
allows. There is compression and a change from the 
plural to the singular in the first clause, and in the last 
from the imperative to the future (the actual reading of 
the MS. is the imperative singular): but nothing that can 
throw doubt on Matthew's being its source. The fact that 
the sentiment is attributed to Confucius, 'and Hillel, and 
stands in Tobit (iv. 15, /Cal & IUtrEis p-7]oEvl '1T'O£~trE£~) in the 
negative form, has no tendency to suggest that a sentence 
so nearly verbally from Matthew came from any or all of 
these sources rather than it. Nor is the fact that it was 
so current in the Stoical ethics of more importance. Har
nack quotes Lampridius's Alexander Severus, 51: "Quod 
tibi fieri non vis, alted nt feceris," and apparently lays 
some stress on the parallel: the Latin version is far closer 
to this, however, than the Greek: "Omne autem quod libi 
non vis fieri, alii nt feceris," and the conjecture lies very 
close that the Emperor drew from the Latin version 
of so characteristic a Christian teaching directly or indi
rectly.'· On the whole, the dependence on Matthew, which 
is already probable from the general scheme of the tract 
is corroborated by these special phrases, which differ from 

10 We have preferred to speak thus mildly in the text, seeing that the neg
ative form of this rule was, no doubt, pre-Christian even in Greek letters. 
Cf. Isocrates, as quoted by Gibbon (Decline and Fall, I,v. note 36). But 
Lampridiu8 distinctly states that Alexander got this saying from Jews or 
Christians :-Clamabatque saepius quod a quibusdam sive Judreis sive Chris
tianis audierat et tenebat, etc. Lampridius adds: Quam sententiam usque a 
deo dilexit, ut et in Palatio et in publicis operibus praescribi jubebat. This 
seems, indeed, to be another trace of the circulation of the Latin Didascalia. 
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Matthew only in the direction and the degree that the 
direct, didactic purpose of the writer and the character 
of the audience which he is addressing will readily 
account for. 

The plan of the section on the Way of Life (i. 2-iv.) is 
very easily traced (i. 3, EUAO'}'E~TE-ii. 1 being omitted Oil 

the grounds given above). After the general introduc
tory statement of i. 2, there follows immediately an enu
meration of the sins which are forbidden in the way of 
life, covering the matter from i. 3 to iii. 6, and this we may 
call the negative part. A positive part, communicating the 
duties commended in the Way of Life, follows, including 
iii. 7-iv. 11, and is itself followed by three broad con
cluding exhortations, iv. 12-14. The negative portion 
itself (i. 3-iii. 6) falls into two parts, the first of which 
sets forth the negative commandments of the way of life 
(i. 3-ii. 7) and the second of which sets forth "what is 
forbidden in these commandments" quite in the sense of 
this phrase in the Westminster Shorter Catechism, ques
tions 41, 55, etc.,-an odd indication of the continuity of 
Christian thought and methods through all ages. 

The reference of the words that open verse 3, "of these 
words, however, the teaching is this," is not altogether 
obvious, and has been variously understood by commen
tators. On the whole, it seems likely that in this charge 
to the catechumens the writer had only the command to 
love our neighbor in mind, and, having stated, passes over 
the command to love God. Then the command to love 
our neighbor is stated negatively in the Golden Rule and 
expanded into the commandments that are attached to it. 
In that case the reference of "these words" is to the 
immediately preceding Golden Rule, of which they prom
ise an expansion. It is undeniable that, if this be the true 
interpretation, the writer does not stick closely to his 
scheme throughout: iii. 4 concerns itself with idolatry 
and iii. 6 with blasphemy, while in v. an occasional item 
suggests duties to God rather than to man. But these 
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departures, if departures they be, are exceedingly slight 
as well as rare, and the tract distinctly concerns itself 
with morality rather than religion. 

At ii.2 the list of sins condemned by the Golden Rule 
taken negatively is begun. That the decalogue (Ex. xx. 
13) underlay the author's principle of arrangement is clear. 
The order of the decalogue, or its restatement in Matt. 
xix. 18 (d. Mark x. 18), is followed at the beginning. And 
yet that the decalogue is only the basis of the work, is 
already evident from the distribution of its simple" Thou 
shalt not commit adultery," into the three items of adul
tery, paederasty, and fornication. An enlarged, explained, 
and enforced decalogue, on the m9<iel of our Lord's 
words as reported by Matthew, seems to be the author's 
purpose. Whether or not Romans xiii. 9 was also in his 
mind seems difficult to determine: it seems likely, how
ever, that a reminiscence of that passage has deflected the 
Latin version into an order of sins which places adultery 
first and murder second. That Matt. xix. 18 sq. was the 
prominent deflecting force in the arrangement of the orig
inal, however, seems probable from Matt. xix. 19, and its 
apparent expansion in ii. 4-6, especially 6. The debt to 
Matthew crops out, too, in the ou" hr£~p,,~uet'> (Matt. v. 33) 
with which ii. 3 opens. In ii. 6 there is apparent depend
ence on I Cor. v. 10, I I; not only are the classes mentioned 
by Paul, "fornicators, covetous, extortioners, i9olaters," 
all hinted at, but the two items so closely connected by 
Paul, "covetous and extortioners," are brought together. 
A reminiscence of Rom. i. 29 sq. also appears somewhat 
probable in this verse: 7TX€oveELa . •• "a,,0.,,8eLa,> •.• VrrEPTi-
4>avov,>. The structure of the sentence ii. 7 forcibly recalls 
Jude 22 and 23, and if the words oD,> ~€ l>..E7}Uet,> be inserted, 
as it seems likely they ought to be, a reminiscence of Jude 
can scarcely be doubted (d. Harnack, p. 227, note). The 
final clause of the chapter is apparently again due to 
Matt. xix. 19; as the one closes the list of commandments 
with a command to love our neighbors, so does the otter 
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bring his list to an end with a somewhat strengthened 
reminiscence of the same. 

The order of sins in chapter ii. is somewhat peculiar, 
and that we may get at the ordering principle in the 
author's mind it will be necessary to compare the three 
lists of ii. 2 sq.; iii. 2 sq.; and v. 1 sq. The second of these 
is the most formally arranged and must be our key in the 
matter. From it we perceive that the writer is condemn
ing five great classes of sins: (I) murder, (2) lust, (3) idol
atry, (4) theft, (5) blasphemy; and, though basing his 
arrangement on scriptural grounds (where, e. g., idolatry 
is frequently brought close to adultery), yet appears to 
introduce an original element. On comparing, now, the 
other lists with this, we may observe that the evils brought 
t'ogether at the end of v. 1 belong under the fifth head 
(iii. 6), inasmuch as the aMao'/'}<; of this class appears here 
as aMaOEt.a: but it is also clear from their general charac
ter that these are the same that appear in ii. 6--both con
taining WMOJlE,ta, a(Y1T'O/'fat, inrOICptUE£<;. It is curious, how
ever, that the sins of ii. 3 and ii. 6 are somew hat mixed 
together in v. 1 fin.; "false witness" and" double-minded
ness" seeming out of place after" robberies." Even in ii. 
6, however, "hypocrisy" is not a sin of deceit, but a sin 
of violence or evil-nature. And it is observable that, 
according to our author's scheme, murmuring, self-will, 
and evil-mindedness all fall under the head of blasphemy. 
Apparently, the class of blasphemy of iii. 6 is represented 
in v. I from apwO/'fal down, and in ii. 3-6 inclusive. No 
doubt, we must guard against erecting an artificial harmony 
between the three lists. In classifying sins, not by their 
nature, but by their progeny, if we may so speak, the 
same tenden<ty may often find place under one head as 
readily as under another: particularly" thefts" (iii. 5) and 
"blasphemies" (iii. 6) lie close to one another." In iii. 5 
false speech is a "theft," and so is vain-glory: in ii. 6 and 
v. 1 rapacity is separated from" thefts" and put with the 

31 Cf. the words up6uvAor, lePOOtlA€IJ. 
VOL. XLIlT. No. Iii<}. 10 
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sins of evil nature that lead to blasphemy. Nor will the 
identification that we have suggested settle all the prob
lems of the lists. Why, for instance is theft placed be
tween lust and magic (idolatry) in ii. 2 and v. I, but 
between idolatry and blasphemy in iii. 5? This variation 
of order appears to be certainly due to the author, not 
the scribes, and is apparently caused by deflection from 

. his preferred order (iii. 5) under the influence of the deca-
logue. Why, again, are abortions' separated from mur
ders, in ii. 2, and classed apparently with sorceries? Why 
does ii. 2 close with "covetousness" to pass over to sins 
of speech and return to "covetousness" in ii. 6? Diffi
culties remain; but if we consider abortions an appendix 
to sorcery, and the items of ii. 3-6 as a detailed statement 
of the sins that lead to blasphemy (iii. 6), the parallelism 
of the lists and their principle of arrangement are both 
apparent, thus:-

II. 2 sq. III. 2 sq. V. I. 

Murder, Murder, Murder, 
Lust, Lust, Lust, 
Theft, --x~-- Idolatry, --X---Theft, 
Sorcery, -- Theft, ~- ---Idolatry, 

j Covetousness, ~ 
~ Blasphemy. f Blasphemy. Blasphemy. 

At iii. I the second part of the negative treatment of 
the way of life begins (iii. 1-6), in which the sins of the 
list ii. 2 sq. are traced to their finer roots,-the transition 
being not so much to more refined sins as to the deeper 
and less noticeable roots of evil. Hence the appropriate
ness of the opening words: "My child, flee from every 
evil and from every thing that is like it,"- taken, almost 
certainly, from I Thess. v. 22,-on which is founded, on the 
model of the Sermon on the Mount, a condemnation of 
the first beginnings of the evils th:l.t the author saw about 
him. For this purpose he writes five artistically parallel 
sentences, making mention in each, first, of a root of evil, 
next of the gross sin to which it leads, then of other sim
ilar roots, ending with a repetition of the gross sin to 
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which they lead. The symmetrical stnlcture of these 
sentences does not suggest the constnlction of a Christian 
decalogue (5 X 2), as Harnack thinks, out of the second 
table of the law; but rather recalls in its tone and manner 
the proverb-literature of the Old Testament (Proverbs 
and Sirach especially). The detailed sins here condemned 
res~ on the Old Testament law, as worked out on the evan
gelical side: most of the items are found in the LXX. or 
lists of sins in the New Testament. Especially Titus i. 7 
(o(yytA.oc;, 2; aV8&.~c;, 6) and 2 Peter ii. 10 appear somewhat 
prominently as possible sources. The latter passage even 
seems to have been probably used: it declares that the 
Lord knows how to keep for judgment especially those 
who are daring and aV8&'o€,c;, oo~ac; ov TP~fWvUW, /3Xatr</YrJ
fWVlI-re<;. The Didachographer forbids (iii. 6) the catechu
men to be aV8&.~c;, because it leads to blasphemy. It is 
possible that in iii. 8 a reminiscence of the trembling' at 
dignities crops out also. 

At iii. 7 the negative treatment of the way of life is left 
and the positive duties it entails are introduced. The 
section thus introduced extends to iv. II inclusive, and 
treats in turn of the duties to one's self (iii. 7-10), to the 
church (iv. 1-4), to the poor (iv. 5-8), and to members of 
the household (iv.' 9-1 I). The remainder of the third 
chapter is thus occupied with what may be called the 
personal duties which each man owes to himself-the 
duties of right temper and disposition. It has, therefore, 
a direct relation of opposition to the sins hitherto con
demned, and rightly stands next to them and opens the 
positive treatment of the subject. The section begins 
with a direct appeal to the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 
v. 5)--the rn-€t adducing a well-known and reverenced 
tnlth - and the character of all its injunctions is in 
the highest degree Christian and scriptural. Few of 
them, however, fall into the exact language of Scripture . 
At iii. 2 there seems a probable reference to Gal. v. 20: 

at iii. 8 a clear reminiscence of Isa. lxvi. 2 (LXX.), which 
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may have been suggested to the writer here by the pass
age from 2 Peter ii. 10 that was apparently ruling his 
thoughts when he wrote iii. 6; at iii. 9 it is difficult to 
avoid finding a reference to Rom. xii. 16; and at iii. 10 the 
writer rests on Sirach ii. 1. 

The discourse passes from the duties owed to one's self 
to those due to the church, at iv. I, in words that may be 
a reminiscence of Heb. xiii. 7 (d. 2 Peter iii. 2), and 
orderly treats in tum of the duties due to teachers (iv. I), 
to the saints (iv. 2), to the church unity (iv. 3 beginning), 
and to church discipline (iv. 3 end-4). The somewhat 
enigmatical clause that constitutes iv. 4 has been a puzzle 
to reworkers and commentators alike: both have usually 
interpreted or altered it so as to make it refer to prayer, 
-a reference entirely foreign to its context. Hcrmas, 
Vis. iii. 4. 3 (Zahn's Supplementum Clementt'num p. 315), pos
sibly refers it to prophecy. Apparently the author of the 
Two Ways meant it of judgment, d. v. 3; but may ha\''! 
left the expression purposely broad, with a mental refer
ence to Jas. i. 8. Barnabas seems so to have understood 
it; for while retaining the unlimited expression and mis
placing it he keeps it in a context of judicial dealing with 
the brethren. 

From iv. 5 to iv. 8 the duties of charity are treated
which, in the corrupt text of the MS. and the Constitu
tions are anticipated in i. 3 sq. This sub-section opens 
(iv. 5 = Sirach iv. 31) and closes (iv. 8 init. = Sirach iv. 5) 
with appeal to the teaching of one of the most popular 
Jewish apocrypha. In the last verse (iv. 8) there is also an 
obvious reference to Acts iv. 32 and later to Rom. xv. 27. 

Household duties (iv. 9-11) are orderly treated: first, 
duties of parents to children (iv. 9); second, of masters to 
servants (iv. 10), and lastly, of servants to masters (iv. 1 I), 
quite after the model of Paul's E1,istles, especially Eph. 
vi. and Col. iii., iv. In particular the mutual duties of 
masters and slaves are closely parallel to Eph. vi. 5 sq. 
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and Col. iii. 22-iv. I,-although the language of our 
treatise is free and independent. 

The closing verses of the fourth chapter (12-14) round 
up the whole treatment of the way of life by offering 
certain final exhortations of such a general sort that they 
cover the whole ground recapitulatorily. The stress laid on 
hating hypocrisy seems founded on our Lord's constant 
reproof of that vice in the Sermon on the Mount and 
elsewhere. The last clause of v. 13 recalls Deut. iv. 2 or 
xii. 22. The opening words of iv. 14 seem to rest on Jas. 
v. 16; its close presents a reminiscence of Heb. x. 22, 
" Let us draw near, ..... having our hearts sprinkled a'7ro 
O"""E£8?1O"EQ)~ '7rOlnJpQs." possibly not without influence on 
the .memory of such passages as Matt. v. 23 sq. The 
close conjoining of prayer and confession is very likely 
due to the reminiscence of Jas. v. 16 which affected the 
early part of the verse. 

The second grand division of the treatise on the Two 
Ways-that setting forth the Way of Death-occupies c. 
v. and consists of a long list of sins. divided in the middle 
by a change of construction. The first half (v. I). consist
ing of twenty-three items, is parallel with the lists in ii. 2 

sq. and iii. 2 sq., and ends climactically in a4>ofJla [8EOii] 
(omitted in the MS.). The second half, consisting of 
eighteen items, is new and ends in the climax, '7rav8ap.ap
T1ITO£. The section opens with a general des·:ription which 
seems not unlikely to include a reminiscence to 2 Peter ii. 
14, 15 ("aTapa~ T€"Va ".T.>...) .. The items that are adduced 
are all clearly Christian and biblical, but can be assigned 
to special passages only with considerable doubt. In v. 2 

the phrase cVya'7rOiiVTE~ "EVOO~ somewhat forcibly recalls 
Rev. xxii. I 5, where, however, 4>£>"€Q) is the verb used; 
a little lower down ou "o>">,,wp.EVO~ a'Ya8rj> recalls Rom. xii. 
9; and still lower there seems a reminiscence to Isa. i. 23 
in" loving vanity," etc. 

The sixth chapter, opening with a warning against 
deserting the teaching of the book (vi. I), closes the whole 
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work with a tender word of allowance (vi. 2) and a strict 
caution against idolatry (vi. 3), recalling, in this last point, 
the last words of I John,-though perhaps not so sharply 
as to prove dependence on it. The ·first clause of vi. 2 

recalls Acts xv. IO and Matt. xi. 29, while the second 
clause recalls (though with a broader reference) Matt. xix. 
2 I. The teaching of I Cor. viii. sq. is precisely that which 
is summed up in vi. 3. This chapter is a fit conclusion to 
the treatise, and brings it symmetrically to an end. The 
last verse appears clearly a part of the Two Ways, and 
only accidentally begins with a phrase parallel with the 
section-headings to succeed (d. Harnack, etc., p. 40 sq.). 

As the result of this somewhat long discussion we may' 
form a table of the Scriptures used by our author, and a 
synopsis of his train of thought. The latter has already 
been given."" For the former it will be enough to say in 
a recapitulatory way that the writer has used apparently 
besides certain Old Testament books, canonical (such as 
Exodus, Deuteronomy, Jeremiah, and Isaiah) and apocry
phal (Tobit and Sirach), the following New Testament 
books:-Matthew, Acts/ Romans, I Corinthians, I Thessa
lonians, (Ephesians), [Colossians], Hebrews, James, (2 
Peter"). Jude, [Revelation].14 

THEOLOGY AND ETHICS OF THE TWO WAYS. 

The meaning of the prominence of the ethical, as dis
tinguished from what is called theological, teaching in 
these chapters is not to be determined apart from their 
object and aim. The compal:ison with the Epistle of 
James, which has been suggested by many writers, is pre
mature, until the relation of these opening chapters to the 
remainder of the Didache has been settled. If we judge 
that the Didachographer has simply incorporated here a 
catechetical treatise which he found already 1Il use, an 

.. See above, p. 119 sq. 

II Cf. (with jUdgment) Harnack, Prolegom. p. IS. 

M For the whole subject of relation to Scripture, d . Schaff. pp. 7~5. 
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explanation of its purely ethical contents may besug
gested, with some plausibility, which would be altogether 
out of place, if we judge that he has composed this cate
chism for himself. In either case, however, the use which 
he has made of it is not such as will justify our declaring 
that it represented Christianity to him and contained all 
that he considered that Christians need concern themselves 
about. As a matter of mere fact the reception of the act 
of baptism, before which (vii. I) this teaching was to be 
received, implies a much greater amount of teaching of 
theological truth than is given in these chapters. The 
meaning of the rite itself has not been explained: nor would 
the recipient, had he been taught only what is here stated, 
know so much as what the triune name in which it was 
administered meant. The name of Jesus is not once 
named in the whole catechism: the fact of sonship, to say 
nothing of its meaning, is not once spoken of. The Holy 
Spirit himself is only mentioned once, and that wholly by 
the way and incidentally. To the candid student it will 
be clear that chapters i.-vi. were to the Didachographer, 
not the catechism properly so-called, or body of truth to be 
taught the catechumen by which he was fitted for bap
tism: but the formal declaration to the catechumen at the 
moment of baptism, of the mode of life that solemn act 
entailed upon him. They are not so much the catechism 
as what in modern language we should call the" charge" 
to the catechumens. They represent, thus, not what 
seemed to the Didachographer"the essenti'!1~~nts of 
Christianity, but what seemed to him the essential nature 
of theChristian walk: not the nature of Christianity, but 
the character of Christian life: not what was to be believed, 
but what was to be done: not the theology of Christian
ity.-but its ethics. In this view of the matter we cannot 
appeal even to Origen's saying that Christ taught begin
ners the law, and only the perfect the gospel. These 
chapters do not represent the teaching gi veil to beginners: 
they constitute only the solemn charge as to the life they 
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were henceforth to live in the world, given by the offici
ating officer at the moment of baptism to those who, 
already properly instructed for that act, appeared to 
receive the sign and seal of the new birth, and to have 
"the beautiful name" named upon them. And this is the 
most natural view of the aim and object of these chapters, 
whether they are considered the product of the same pen 
that wrought the rest of the Didache or older material 
found ready to his hand and freely incorporated into his 
work. For in the latter case, he would most naturally 
use the matter which he adopted because already in use, 
for the purpose for which he found it in use. And it is 
apparent that he uses, if not composes, these chapters as 
the charge to the neophytes about to be baptized." 

If this is probable, we are not surprised at not finding 
our present chapters more theological. They have noth
ing to do with faith, but deal with immediate and practi
cal duty. And we can ask after their theology only as 
we ask after the theology of any other practical charge, 
-that is, we can only seek to discover from chance hints 
dropped in them what theology was held by their author. 
And so far from being able to attribute to him only the 
theology which we can find trace of in such a treatise, we 
can only hope to run across an occasional remark in it 
that may give us a hint as to his theology in its broadest 
and most shadowy outlines. This treatise is not unusmllly 
barren of such hints: it is rather rich in them for a docu
ment of its class. The writer's doctrine of God. for 
instance, is tolerably fully revealed to us. We might not, 
indeed, be able to confidently determine his attitude 
towards such a conception as that of the Trinity, although 
iv. 10 is big with obscure hints. What is this Spirit (TO 
'TT'lIrop.a), for example, whose work it is to make ready 
those to whom God comes, and without whose prepara
tion he comes not? And who is this God that comes and 

"This is the view of the matter presented also by Pastor Dr. A. Bielen
stein and approved by Zahn (Theolog. Literaturblatt, Apr. 3d, 1885). 
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calls,--or, according to another and perhaps better read
ing, who camt' to call! Obscure hints, these,-from which 
we scarce dare draw inferences. But certainly the Holy 
Ghost and his work on the human heart is here alluded 
to; and if he who came to call men is Jesus, then, he is 
specifically called God,-not so very strange a thing when 
we remember that the Christians of Bithynia were dis
tinguished in Pliny's time (cir. 105 A.D.) for just this,
that they sang hymns of praise to Christ as God. The 
strangeness of these hints resides only in the fact that 
they stand alone in these chapters,-and elsewhere in 
them neither Holy Spirit nor Jesus is named nor even 
certainly alluded to. Even the oddness of this, however, 
passes away when we remember the nature of the treatise 
that we are dealing with. 

"The_ creatorship of God is openly asserted in i. 2; and 
that by his plastic power (7rAMJUL Beou, v. 2) children come 
into life. His omnipresent and unceasing watch over 
events is declared in iii. 10: .j Without God, nothing comes 
to pass." He is God over all, and as such to be feared 
(iv. 10); our Master (iv. ,II); the searcher of hearts (iv. 
10), and hater of all that is evil (iv. 12). Goodness is the 
essential quality of all his acts (iii. 10). It is he who is the 
recompenser of the reward (iv. 7): and there is no respect 
of persons with him (iv. 10). Love is demanded of us 
towards him, because it was he who made us (i. 2): honor 
belongs to him (iv. I), and fear (iv. 10). To be lacking in 
fear to him is the climax of sin (v. 1 end),-a trait drawn, 
perhaps, from reminiscence of the first chapter of the 
Epistle to the Romans. 

Over against God there is no other. The unity of God 
is not, indeed, asserted-as it could not well be in such a 
treatise."" But idolatry is repeatedly forbidden (v. I), and 
all that leads to it (iii. 4): and the beings worshipped by 
the offerings of the heathen are but" dead gods" (vi. 3). 

H On the other hand. if we had here a true catechism for heathen catechu
mens, this must have been asserted. 
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God has made known his will to men through com
mandments (iv. 13), and has therefore a word (iv. I), which 
is proclaimed to them by special servants, who are there
fore to receive honor. The sacredness of the word is 
insisted upon: the reverential awe that it inspires is not 
obscurely hinted at (iii. 8) where it is declared that it is a 
mark of those in the way of life that they continually 
tremble at the words they hear. It lays a yoke on men's 
necks (vi. 2), but makes them perfect if they bear it; for 
(iv. 8) It brings them what is imperishable as distinguished 
from mortal things. No teaching is to be received that is 
"apart from God" (vi. I), and having receiYed, as they 
have, his commandments, they are to guard them well and 
preserve them from addition no less than loss (iv .. 13). 
Nothing is said as to these commandments being written; 
but there is unmistakably contained in these passages 
something very like a doctrine of sacred Scripture, and 
that doctrine might very well be expressed in the modern 
formula that the word of God (iv. I, iv. 13) is the sufficient 
(vi. 2, iv. 8) and sole (vi. I, iv. 13) rule of faith and prac
tice. Clearly a definite revelation from God of his will
not to be added to, not to be taken from-leading to sal
vation, is here presupposed. It would be impo!>sible to 
find this revelation in the Old Testament only: it is not 
the Old Testament law that the writer of the treatise pro
fesses to be explaining, but the teaching of the apostles; 
and it is from the New Testament that all his spirit and 
most of his commands are taken. Yet the Old Testament 
is not set aside: the laws of the decalogue shine through 
hi~ ().Wn,- Isaiah and Sirach yield him sacred words. 
But along with these are words from Matthew, Acts, 
Romans, 1 Corinthians, 1 Thessalonians, Ephesians, [Colos
sians], Jude, James, (2 Peter), Hebrews, [Revelation]. 
Were not these part of his sacred deposit-which could 
not be taken from nor added to? Like the closely related 
(in tendency and time) Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs, 
Paul's work and word is apparently for. him written in the 
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sacred books (f3l{:JAo£ tt'Y£a£),-not substituted for them, but 
adjoined to them." In any event, he knows a definite 
word of God, to be honored as such and to be preserved 
intact and unalloyed: and he uses these new books, too, 
as parts of a very important sacred teaching. 

The doctrine of salvation held by our writer is less 
clearly adumbrated in his words. The whole scheme of , 
his treatise proclaims the necessity of a holy life: the two' 
ways of life and death separate just in this,-one is in holi
ness, the other in vice, And the judge is a just recom
penser of the reward. But the difference between them 
lies equally revealed also in this: those who walk in the 
one, love God and their neighbor. And the good works 
of the way of life are but the fruit of the inner disposi
tions (iii. 2 sq.). If, in a single passage, alms-giving is 
looked upon as working a ransoming of sins (iv. 6); I. SO 

also in another (iv. 10) and closely neighboring passage it 
is the Spirit, not man's own will, that determines whom 
God shall come upon to call. It is openly asserted that 
God calls men: and that 'not according to the outward 
condition in which they live, but according to the prepara
tion of the Spirit. We need not be sticklers for the entire 
theological consistency of our author: a Jewish-Christian 
heritage probably shows itself in the stress laid upon' I 

alms-giving. But neither need we make him unnecessarily / 
inconsistent: probably he placed salvation in the hands of 
God, but made much of the necessity of works, and is to 
be placed not far from the attitude of James (ii. 14 sq.). 
Faith is not once lUentioned in the treatise; which need 
not surprise us, however, in such a treatise. 

Unto what God calls men (iv. 10) is not more plainly 
indicated than by the word life (i. I) as over against death. 
There seems to be a deliverance contemplated from both 

3' Compare, for a curious parallel, the tenth of the paragraphs of the 
manifesto of the Jews of southern Russia of our own day. 

18 Compare, for the prevalence of this doctrine in the early church, Uhl
horn's Christian Charity in tbe Early Church, p. 2II. 
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the curse of sin (iv. 6) and its power (passim). And what 
is obtained from God is imperishable in contrast to 
what is mortal (iv. 8). The fate of the wicked is called 
only death. When the meek are promised the inheritance 
of the earth (iii. 7), we are left in darkness as to the exact 
understanding of the words which our writer held. It is 
only certain that he loved holiness and dreaded a curse of 
death. 

The ethics of the treatise are high and in the best sense 
Christian. The simplicity and immediate practical pur. 
pose of the\ writer makes it almost as difficult, however, 
to trace an ethical theory in his words as to draw his the. 
ology out of them. This much, however, is plain, that 
right and wrong were plain and tangible facts to him, and 
the difference between them great (i. I). His conscience 
·of wrong was keen enough to pierce beneath acts to dis
positions, beneath appearances to the roots of evil (iii. I). 
His appreciation of the good was sufficiently cultivated 
to specially admire that meek sisterhood of graces which 
it was reserved for Christianity to awaken the conscious
n~ss and love of in the world (iii. 7 sq.). The Christian 
spiri~ is further shown in the summing up of lilCduty in 
love to God and our neighbor (i. 2), and, like the Proverbs 
of the old dispensation, finding the beginning of wisdom 
in the fear of God (iv. 9, 10). Not mere conscience, 
which, however, is recognized as the monitor of man (iv. 
14), but the commandments of God (iv. 13), furnish the 
standard of duty: and these commandments are conven· 
iently summ~d up in the decalogue of the Old Testament 
as broadened and deepened by the interpretations of 
Jesus (ii., iii., v.). The external norm of virtue, thus, is 
what is pleasing to God (iv. 12); its internal norm a ten. 
der conscience (iv. 14); while a convenient rule of nega. 
tive action is found in the Golden Rule (i. 2). 

Underlying the whole treatise runs an appeal to a vir. 
tuous life, based on the diverse ends to which evil and 
good conduct lead. The way.of virtue is the way of life: 
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that of evil, of death. The chief motive to good that is 
appealed to is thus the hope of reward and fear of pun
ishment ( i. I; i. 2 b.; ii. 4; iii. 7; iv.6, 7; v. 2). Right
eousness has its reward (v. 2): we give in the hope to 
receive again (iv. 7) and to work out a ransoming of our 
sins (iv. 6). Yet we must hesitate to attribute too grossly 
utilitarian an ethic to the author: the New Testament 
side by side with its lofty appeal to conscience places an 
equally strong appeal to the recompense of the reward; 
and our author ranges among the most hein-bus sinners 
those that seek after reward (v. 2); and, though he prob
ably meant this in a human relation, his divine theories 
may have partaken of the same principle. As a matter of 
fact, too, appeal is made to other motives: we are to choke 
down evil dispositions, because they lead to evil deeds 
(iii. 2 sq.), whence evil seems hateful for its own sake (iv. 
12); and a desire for perfection is evidently a strong and 
leading force to the writer (vi. 2) and is used to determine 
action,-whence good seems lovable for its own sake. So 
n remembrance of the blessedness of what we have 
received is used as a motive to further good (iv. 8). Even 
pure love of souls appears as a moti ve capable of moving 
men to watchful care over their conduct (iv. 10). We 
need not seek perfect singleness of motive: it is thor
oughly consistent to use both higher and lower considera
tions to secure the same end, and it does not argue that 
our author had no love for holiness that he pleads the 
future retribution and reward as a motive to it. On the 
contrary, he appears to have a very high appreciation of 
its beauty and a keen insight into its loveliness. Most 
concisely stated, his ethical system appears distinctly 
Christian, and, as such, separated as decidedly from the 
merely Jewish as from the heathen morality of the times.'· 

Certain difficulties are found in the apparent sanction of 
classes or castes of virtue in vi. 2, and the apparent cross
ing of the evangelical law of love to our neighbor in ii. 7 . 

.. Sabatier is extreme in his statements of its Jewish affinities. 
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We should be very sure that we rightly understand the 
passages, however, before we introduce an inconsistency 
of teaching in so well-ordered a treatise. Perhaps in the 
latter case the exaggeration of the final clause of ii. 7 is the 
saving clause. And we must recollect that this verse 
occurs in the midst of the negative portion of the treatise, 
where" thou shalt not hate any man" is the counterpart 
of "thou shalt love thy neighbor." The added positive 

. / clauses are in this point of view a concession to the Chris
L/ tian heart of the writer, and culminate in the command to 

love some at least not only as, but above, ourselves. In 
the face of the positive command at i. 2 and these added 
clauses here we are not justified ,in seeing a lowering of 
the demands of our Lord's rule in our present passage. 
The meaning of vi. 2 has been clouded by too much dis
cussion. It ought to be a principle not to go out of the 
context for an interpretation: and certainly the context 
says nothing of chastity, or celibacy, or the Jewish law. 
Verse I warns the reader against being led astray from 
tltis way of teaching; where "this" must refer to the 
requirements laid down in the previous chapters. Verse 2 

joins on to this with" for," and therefore has to do with 
the same subject. He who keeps the whole yoke of the 
law, therefore, is he who puts into full practice all the 
precepts that had been in the preceding chapters enun
ciated; and he who does so will be TE:\.E£OS'-a term used 
apparently in the exact sense of Matt. xix. 21. But the 
author recognizes that sanctification is striven after, rather 
than attained, and adds a clause apparently designed to 
preserve the young Christian from hopeless despair and to 
encourage him to fight his good fight in hope: "But if 
thou art not able to bear the whole yoke of the Lord, do 
what thou art able." It is the pastor that speaks here, as 
elsewhere in the treatise; the pastor, who encourages and 
aids the lambs. So far from there being recognized here, 
therefore, two distinct classes in the church - the Montan
istic conception which Hilgenfeld seeks to fasten upon 
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these words, - or two stages of attainment: there is 
only revealed a mild and tolerant spirit that makes more 
of the upward striving than of the self-righteous attain
ment. Again the conception appears Christian. 

The detailed ethical teaching of the treatise, which is 
very rich and very compressed, can best be observed in 
reading it over with the help of the analysis which has 
been presented above. It cannot be justly estimated 
unless we carefully bear in mind that the treatment is first 
negative (ii.-iii. 1-6) and then positive (iii. 7-i\T.) and then 
ne~ative again (v.}-the first negative treatment pointing 
out the sins that he who is travelling in the way of life 
must avoid, and the second those which are characteristic 
of the way of death. Negatively all sins of anger and 
murder, lust and impurity, sorcery and idolatry, lying 
and theft, necromancy and blasphemy, and all others that 
beget them or resemble them are distinctly forbidden. 
A sharp analysis is made wliich carries back the sin of act 
into the sin of disposition: and special attention is paid to 
sins!of deceit and pride. In the positive portion a step 
higher than even this is taken; not only freedom from 
evil dispositions, but positive dispositions to good, are de
manded, and especially those virtues are singled out for no
tice which the heathen world despised and which make men 
gentle,-- meekness, long-suffering, mercy, harmlessness, 
quietness, goodness, teachableness, loveliness of soul. And 
at the end it is commanded that association be sought, not 
with the lofty, but with the just and the lowly. In har
mony with this feature much space is given to prescribing 
the duties to the poor, including cheerful and ready giving 
as lending to the Lord,and just sharing with the Lord's little 
ones as the recipients ourselves of better things from him. 
So, too, justice and tenderness in dealing with slaves are 
enjoined and secured by a Christian sanction. On the other 
hand the slave is to reverence his master as seeing in him 
the image of the Master of all, God. The treatise is so 
compressed, however, that to make an abstract of it would 
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be to transcribe it. It is only needful here to point out 
the main lines of its teaching. 

Attention should not fail to be given to the truly relig
ious character of the whole ethical teaching of the trea
tise. It is in no part simply ethical but in all its purpose 
and details, religious; and it would be more precise to 
speak of its counsels of sanctification than of its moral 
teaching. This is apparent, for instance, in its care to 
secure the performance of our earthly duties by referring 
them to what may most specifically be called our duty to 
God. The duty of parents to their children that swallows 
up all others is that from their youth up they shall teach 
them the fear of God. The motive for restraining bitter 
commands to slaves is lest they should lose their fear of 
Him who is Lord over both master and servant. 

There is also evidently a very rich church life underly
ing the commands of our treatise. The commandments or 
word of God, which has been' received as a sacred and 
unalterable deposit (iv. 13), is proclaimed unto them by an 
official person (iv. I) whom they are bidden to honor as 
the Lord himself and to remember night and day,-appar
ently in order to his support. It is with the saints (d. iii. 
9) that their daily life is to be passed and their social life 
to be lived (iv. 2). The unity of the church is to be a 
matter of study to them and schism is to be avoided (iv. 3). 
What officers the church had,--': what organization it had 
received,- what power of government and discipline,
what connection with other churches,-of all this we ob
tain no hint. But it seems certain that there was such a 
thing as may be called a church - consisting of saints, 
taught by an accredited teacher, and the unity of which 
was important. The usages of the church are also left 
undiscovered to us: the words" in the congregation" in 
iv. 14 are probably spurious,- another argument for 
which is the position of iv. 14 away from the the treatment 
of church duties (iv. 1-4)-and therefore we cannot confi
dently draw from that verse a commandment to public con-
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fession of sins and prayer, although it is still most probable 
that the reference here is to public worship. From iv. I it 
appears that public teaching was a part of the church work. 
Beyond this we have nothing. 

Lechler" is no doubt dealing in his estimate of the the
ological and religious teaching of the Didache with the 
whole treatise,but w hat he says is in great degree applicable 
to this section taken separately. It is brightly "illumin
ated with the evening glow of the apostolic radiance," 
and is dominated everywhere by the conviction that 
eternal life has been revealed by Jesus Christ,-the strange 
assurance that seemed to Lucian the most striking char
acteristic of Christians. Though the confession of Christ 
and the call of faith· fall here into the background, and the 
purity of the Christian walk forms the chief subject, yet 
even here it is God who calls and prepares the journeyers 
on the path of life and who sustains and brings to comple
tion his church. 

To speak of the" tendency" of such a treatise is some
what of a misnomer. Its "tendency" is Christian and, 
apart from a doubtful tenet or two, orthodox, so far as we 
can trace it. There are not lacking, however, signs of 
Jewish inheritance and it seems most 'natural, in every 
way, to attribute it to a Jewish Christian of the same type 
as the authors of St. James' Epistle and of the Testt. XII. 
Patriarchs, which three Canon Spence rightly draws 
together. Internal evidence is silent as to place of com
position and the time is only so far defined as to be con
sistent with a very early date. The use of the treatise by 
Barnabas on the one hand, and its use of Paul and Mat
thew on the other, give us the pretty wide limits of the 
last quarter of the first century. Sober judgment in rec
ognition of this will place it somewhere earlier than, but 
near, A. D. 100 • 
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